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Can we control our Inner Chimp?

Maha Sawhney, United Kingdom

ccording to Professor Steve
Peters, we all have an ‘Inner
Chimp’. But what does this
mean? The brain is divided into

seven parts – Frontal, Limbic, Parietal,
Temporal, Occipital, Cerebellum, and the
Brain Stem. When looking at the Chimp
Model, we only take three of these ‘brains’ –
Frontal, Limbic, and Parietal – and together
these form the ‘Psychological Mind’1. We
can then rename and relate these three parts
of the brain to the Human, the Chimp, and
the Computer respectively; thus
representing their ‘roles’ in the brain. The
Human is the real us and what we are, the
Chimp is the emotional side of us, which
can be very overpowering, and the
Computer is a storage facility. The Human
is the logical side of us that acts according to
facts and �gures and analyses each situation.
It understands that actions have
consequences, therefore it takes a long time
to come to a decision about how to react.

The Chimp is the part of us that controls
our feelings and our actions. It is neither
good nor bad as it can be both constructive
and destructive2. Peters describes the
Chimp as an “emotional machine that
thinks independently from us”. To
understand this, Peter also tells us that the
Chimp is “like having a dog” - we are not in
control of how it will react, but whatever
the reaction, we have to take responsibility
for it. It’s called the Chimp due to humans
evolving from chimpanzees, hence it
controls our basic instinct and urges for
example: fear, �ght or �ight, stress,
primitive urges, and/or needing to defend
our territory3. Due to this, we are very
similar to chimps. Humans as well inhibit
these basic instincts and we observe them in
our daily lives; for example, we all deal with
stress on a daily basis whether it is meeting
deadlines or being too busy.

The Computer is where all our memories
have been stored by both the Human and
the Chimp. We are then able to review what
has been stored in the computer, allowing
us to remove or keep items in this region.
When taking action, however, both the
Human and the Chimp look to the
Computer to see how we reacted in
previous similar situations to then choose
how to react in the situation we are now
facing.

1
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The three parts, when working together,
will con�ict with one another hence it leads
to many battles between each other. The
Computer acts the fastest out of the three,
then the Chimp and �nally the Human.

In order to control our Inner Chimp – and
it is possible – we need to be able to
understand it fully and work with it, not
against it. The Chimp reacts by looking at
the Computer’s database to see how it
reacted in a similar situation. The problem
with this is that the Computer has stored a
lot of “Gremlins”4 – or negative thoughts.

So, the �rst way to control our Inner
Chimp is to replace these ‘Gremlins’ with
empowering thoughts. Every time we have a
“Gremlin Thought” we should think what
the positive version of it will be. This will
then replace the Gremlins with something
much more positive. Eventually, when the
Chimp reacts, it will react in a much better
way as there will be no ‘Gremlins’ to
in�uence it.

The power of re�ection is another key way
in which we can be in more control of our
inner Chimp. This will probably be a much
easier method than the one stated above,
but nonetheless e�ective. We need to be
able to re�ect on ourselves and our actions.
Peters recommends to “re�ect on the last 24
hours and see how you managed it”5. This is
so we can see what controlled our actions –
the Human or the Chimp. If you choose to
follow this method, it is recommended to
do this every day for 10 minutes and to
write down who controlled your actions
throughout the day. This, over time, will
make you more aware of how you behave
during the day and you should soon see a
change from mostly Chimp to mostly
Human.

We can also calm the Chimp down by three
things – Exercise, Box, and Banana6.
Exercise has been proven to release a lot of
‘happy’ chemicals which will calm your
Chimp down. These ‘happy’ chemicals are
called endorphins and are released when
you exercise. Endorphins reduce your
perception of pain and also trigger a
positive feeling in the body7 so after
exercising, the Chimp will calm down and
will also get tired. It is also a good way to
help destress and help the Chimp express
their emotions in a healthy way. Box is for
when the Chimp has not let go of all its
emotions yet. In these cases, you have to let
it vent until it gets tired. You can then put it
back into its box. Banana o�ers the Chimp
a physical distraction and like the actual
animals, it can also act as a reward. In either
circumstance, the Banana will calm the
Chimp down and allow the Human to have
a conversation with it.

By following one of these three ways, we
can all control our Inner Chimp and be
more Human than Chimp. It is important
for all of us to understand that we all have a
Chimp, but more importantly we have the
power to take control of it. By doing so, we
will be able to become more successful as
the Human will allow us to think more
rationally and force us to take into account
all factors to stop us acting sporadically. It
will also allow us to understand other
people’s behaviour and realize who is
behind their actions – the Human or the
Chimp?

Bibliography

References, Footnotes and Endnotes:
Link
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Meta-analysis of impact of traumatic brain injuries in the
development of receptive and expressive language disorder in

adolescents

Syed Hassan Bukhari and Fareha Bukhari, Pakistan

Abstract:

This study examined the role of traumatic
brain injuries in the development of Receptive
and Expressive Language Disorder. We
considered 4 variables to determine the degree
of development: age, learning pro�ciency, GPA
and sport among adolescents. We predicted
that the 4 variables will have strong correlation
with TBI encounter, when assessing the
development of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder. Our studies suggested that
involvement in sports and learning pro�ciency
are clear indicators of this disorder and age acts
as a constant though depending on initial
cognitive abilities it can impact the results. Our
�nding on GPA (Grade Point Average)
involvement with TBI encounters was di�erent
from our prediction. Even after TBI
encounters, a large majority of students did not
see any decline in their GPA.

Introduction:

Our mind is a centre of control,
balanced by chemical reactions but often
external stimuli cause unpredictable outcomes.
The world sees the problem of comprehension

in association with internal imbalance and lack
of development in a child; however, the
ignored fact is that trauma or brain injury can
lead to the development of Receptive or
Expressive Language Disorder.

Background:

Receptive Language Disorder is the di�culty
observed in comprehension of words and their
meanings. It can grow into lack of attention,
lack of interest in conversations and di�culty
with following directions. Language disorders
are often linked with autism spectrum disorder
and Down’s syndrome but a proper
Language-speech therapist can diagnose and
di�erentiate these problems (Muller & Brady,
2016)

A receptive language disorder is an
impairment that can lead to problems with
understanding what others are saying. This
barrier of communication prevents adolescents,
especially students from contemplating the text
and leads to lower scores compared to their
peers. Students a�ected by Receptive Language
Disorder often face Expressive Language
Disorder as well, where not only are they

3
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unable to comprehend what is being said but
are unable to vocalize their point forward.

The a�ected adolescents are often a
victim of family history, negligence, abuse or
brain injuries. According to The World Health
Report in 2001, out of the 450 million people
with psychological disabilities today, 3 to 5
percent of people have receptive or language
disorders or a mixture of both (ASHAWIRE,
2016). The studies conducted show the sum of
diagnosed patients regardless of the cause. On
the other hand, our research intends to share
the relation between brain injuries in context
with Receptive and Expressive Language
Disorder.

The impairment can be treated by early
diagnosis or consistent checkups with a
Language therapist. Speech and language
therapies are con�gured in respect to individual
patients. Advanced personalized learning is
recommended instead of the whole-world
learning system: which is one of the leading
causes that restricts students with Language.

Our research paper analyzes the
relation between brain injuries and the link
with Receptive and Expressive language
disorder. It seeks to �nd answers to the
impairment that inhibits the use of basic
human ability: comprehension and speech.

Method:

A survey was conducted among 100
participants in order to �nd out their past
experience while assessing the number of
people who have had any form of brain injury.
Participants of di�erent ages and backgrounds
from 10 di�erent nations participated in the
survey. We conducted our research while

considering the following variables: age,
learning pro�ciency, GPA and sports.

Participants:
The total number of participants were

100 adolescents. The UN classi�es those
between the ages of 10 to 21 as adolescents.
Adolescents makeup 1.2 billion people which
is 16% of the population of the world
(UNICEF, 2019).

Survey Sample:
The surveys were taken twice by each

participant to ensure accuracy in the data that
is being collected. The survey had no personal
information about the candidate except for
their age, the country of origin, class rank or
the GPA, experience with brain injuries or head
traumas, the types of sports that they play and
their ability to understand and convey a
message in an e�ective manner.

The candidates that participated in the
survey were from 10 di�erent nations which
included:
● Pakistan
● India
● China
● United States of America
● Morocco
● Nigeria
● Italy
● Norway
● UK
● Tunisia

The above countries are categorized as:
Pakistan, India, and China representing Asia.
The USA represents North America, Morocco,
Nigeria, Tunisia representing Africa and Italy,
Norway, UK representing Europe.

4
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Asia is represented by Pakistan, India
and China because the total population of
these 3 countries combined is 2.95 billion out
of 4.46 billion in Asia which accounts for 66%
of the continent’s population.
North America is represented by The United
States of America as it holds 56.7% of the
population of North America. That is 328.2
million out of 579 million.
Africa is being represented by Morocco,
Nigeria and Tunisia because the total
population of these three countries combined
is 243.5 million out of 1.22 billion.
Europe is represented by Italy, Norway and the
United Kingdom making the combined
population of 133.3 million combined out of
741.4 million population of Europe.

The above 10 countries represent not
only the majority of the population of the
world but also the majority population in 4 of
the 7 continents. The sample size is on the
model of the known population of the Earth.

Cause of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder:

Receptive and Expressive Language
disorder though can be caused by multiple
factors that are mentioned in the background
of this research paper. The e�ect of brain
injuries are, thus far, unexplored.
Brain Injury and Acquired Brain Injury.

Types of  Brain injuries:
A brain injury is an injury to the brain

that occurs after birth and is not congenital,
degenerative or hereditary. The injury results in
a change of the brain’s neuronal activity (Brain
Injury Allaince, New Jersey, n.d).
There are two types of brain injuries:
● Acquired Brain Injury
● Traumatic Brain Injury

Acquired Brain Injury:
Acquired brain injury (ABI) is de�ned

as alteration in brain function or pathology
caused by internal factors such as a lack of
oxygen (Brain Injury Alliance, New Jersey,
n.d). The causes of ABI include:
● Infectious diseases
● Stroke
● Tumor
● Alcohol/ Drug use
● Seizure

The long term e�ect of ABI is di�cult
to predict as it is di�erent from person to
person. It is common for many people with
ABI to experience increased fatigue (mental
and physical) and some slowing down in how
fast they can process information, plan and
solve problems. They may experience changes
to their behavior and personality, physical and
sensory abilities, or thinking and learning.
(Synapse: Brain Injury Association of QLD,
2014).

Traumatic Brain Injury:
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is de�ned

as an impact, penetration or rapid movement
of the brain within the skull that results in an
altered mental state (Prins, Greco, Alexander,
& Giza, 2013). The causes of TBI include:
● Falls
● Motor Vehicle accidents
● Domestic violence
● Child abuse
● Abusive head trauma

TBI is said to be challenging to
diagnose as its symptoms vary with each
individual and their age, gender and the type of
head injury. As TBI is hard to diagnose and
treat, the patients su�ering from it are referred
to rehabilitation services because rehabilitation

5
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aims to help the brain to learn alternative ways
to minimize the long term impact of the injury
(Headway, the brain injury association, n.d).

Our research highlights the restrictions
patients face after receiving a head injury and
provides context to the post-TBI problems the
survey participants faced and whether or not
this can be a concrete proof of showing
symptoms for Receptive and Expressive
Language Disorder. We focused on 5 main
variables: age, learning pro�ciency, GPA and
sports.

Age:

The survey was taken by adolescents
who are from the age of 10 to 21. In general,
the adolescents face several di�erent
psychological disabilities but, as they don’t
show any physical symptoms, it is hard to
detect and cope with the disability.

The participants of the survey are further
divided into three categories by age:

● 10 to 13 years old
● 14 to 17 years old
● 18 to 21 years old

We divided the participants into 3 age
groups based on the di�erence in cognitive
ability and brain development phase associated
with each age group.

Cognitive Ability:

Cognitive ability may be de�ned as the
“mental capability that involves the ability to
reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly,
comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and
learn from experience” (Batey & Hughes,
2017).

Cognitive abilities initially determine
individual performance in academic as well as
day to day life. However, Receptive and
Expressive Language Disorder leads to decline
in this cognitive ability.

Phases of Brain Development among adolescent:

There are 3 main areas of cognitive
development that occur during adolescence.

1.  Adolescents develop more advanced
reasoning skills, including the ability to
explore a full range of possibilities in a
situation, think hypothetically
(contrary-fact situations), and use a
logical thought process.

2. Adolescents develop the ability to
think abstractly. They move from
being concrete thinkers, who think of
things that they have direct contact
with or knowledge about, to abstract
thinkers, who can imagine things not
seen or experienced. This allows
adolescents to have the capacity to love,
think about spirituality, and participate
in more advanced mathematics. Youth
who remain at the level of a concrete
thinker focus largely on physically
present or real objects in problem
solving and, as a result, may present
with di�culty or frustration with
schoolwork as they transition
throughout high school. Clinicians can
help parents recognize this problem to
help adolescents adjust to the
educational pace. (Sanders, 2013, )

3. The formal operational thinking
characteristic of adolescence enables
adolescents to think about thinking or
meta-cognition. This characteristic
allows youth to develop the capacity to

6
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think about what they are feeling and
how others perceive them. This
thought process, combined with rapid
emotional and physical changes that
occur during puberty, causes most
youth to think that everyone is
thinking not just about what they are
thinking about but about the youth
themselves (imaginary audience).

We also considered the three cognitive
development phases in adolescence to
categorize them in three age groups. In the age
group of 10 to 13 years, a child’s brain is
developed to understand and solve multiple
problems but is still not developed enough to
think about the future or the consequences of
their behavior.

Thirteen-year-olds develop the ability
to think abstractly. Instead of only thinking in
terms of tangible objects, they begin to
understand concepts such as faith and trust
(Morin, n.d).

Then, at the age of 14 to 17 years, the
brain of a teen is still not fully developed but
possesses far more cognitive capability
compared to the age group of 10 to 13 years.
The teens of these ages think that they are
capable of understanding and doing everything
but, at times, they are still unable to
contemplate information and interpret
meaning behind actions and patterns properly.
Fluid intelligence is also reached around this
age, which means an improved ability to cope
with new problems and situations (Morin,
n.d).

Between the ages of 18 to 21 years, the
brain is fully developed but according to recent
research by Tony Cox, the brain of a human

being stops developing by the age of 25.
Therefore, even in this age group, the brain is
still in its development phase and TBI can lead
to Receptive and Expressive Language disorder.

Learning pro�ciency:
Pro�ciency-based learning refers to

systems of instruction, assessment, grading,
and academic reporting that are based on
students demonstrating that they have learned
the knowledge and skills they are expected to
learn as they progress through their education
(Pro�ciency-Based Learning, 2016). In our �rst
survey we asked the participants to rate
themselves on their learning pro�ciency. We
focused our questions in order to establish the
level of pro�ciency. Participants were asked to
rate their class rank, thought process and
ability to convey their point e�ectively and,
�nally, made an overall assessment to generate
the �nal rating of learning pro�ciency.

The four questions were selected due
to the connection between the four
components. The class rank question was used
to evaluate their position among their peers.
The learning pro�ciency question was used to
determine the curve of comprehension. The
e�ective thought process question was used to
assess Receptive Language disorder.The ability
to convey their point e�ectively was used as a
component to assess Expressive Language
disorder. This is because people a�ected by
Expressive Language Disorder are unable to
communicate and convey what they are
thinking adequately.

GPA:
GPA, or Grade Point Average, is a

number that indicates how well or how high
you scored in your courses on average. It is
supposed to score you (usually on a GPA scale

7
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between 1.0 and 4.0) in your studies and show
whether your overall grades have been high or
low (Bacon & Bean, 2006).

As our applicants were from various
parts of the world, the term GPA was not
something they were all familiar with. Hence
we translated their overall exam percentage or
Cambridge International Examinations into a
GPA format to provide a uniform assessment.
We used Scholaro, GPA calculator, to convert
the percentages and grades from around the
world into GPA format.

The purpose of calculating GPA was to
provide context of the participant’s
performance in school and to further assist our
evaluation on their cognitive capabilities.
According to Dr. Adebayo academic skills of
pupils are a�ected drastically by language
disorders(Adebayo & Mabuku, 2014). On that
note, we decided to evaluate the cognitive skills
of the participants based on GPA.

While pupils with low GPA for reasons
other than language disorders might show
strong resemblance to those with Receptive
and Expressive Language Disorder, patients
but considering other factors we were able to
estimate the number of candidates that were
a�ected by TBI through the consideration of
other indicators such as strong declines in their
academic results.

Sports:
Sports were used as a variable to assess

the outliers in our study. We asked the survey
participants to share if they play one more of
the sports from the following:
● Rugby/Football
● Soccer
● Hockey
● Basketball
● Wrestling

● Boxing
The above six sports are high contact

team sports that result in TBI (Ling, Hardy, &
Zetterberg, 2015). It is estimated that 1.7 to 3.8
million traumatic brain injuries occur each year
in the United States, according to the CDC, of
which 10 percent arise due to sports and
recreational activities. Among American
children and adolescents, sports and
recreational activities contribute to over 21
percent of all traumatic brain injuries
(Agarwal, Thakkar, & Than, n.d).

We evaluated the outliers by noticing
that if they play one of the following sports
there is a high possibility of receiving TBI or a
blow to the head that can lead to decrease in
learning pro�ciency, ability of comprehension
and ability of expression. Thus, this leads to the
conclusion of having some intensity of
Receptive or Expressive Language disorder.

The term outliers is being used to
utilize this variable: sports, is that people are
unable to identify a brain injury or trauma and
as it was identi�ed from the �rst survey that
participants had di�culty in remembering
whether or not they had TBI. Most who
reported a brain injury were those who had to
visit either a hospital or get stitches etc.
Therefore, those who had played one of the
contact sports were expected to have received a
brain injury. Thus, the outliers were considered
in the range of developing Receptive and
Expressive Language disorder. Other variables
were considered to determine whether TBI
caused Receptive and Expressive Language
disorder.

Results:
The results were compiled by

comparing the 4 variables while considering the
role of TBI: age, learning pro�ciency, GPA and

8
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sports. 105 participants were taken into
consideration and 5 were eliminated after
discovering that they are unable to �t in one of

the 4 variables. After this discovery we did not
include their data in the results.

Table 1
Age Group % of Participant's response

(10 - 13 years) 28%

(14 - 17 years) 44%

(18 - 21 years) 28%

Learning pro�ciency tests were combined, seeing the rating (1-5) 1 being excellent and 5 being
worst.

● 15.7% of participants reported (1)
● 36.0% of participants reported (2)
● 28.8% of participants reported (3)
● 14.5% of participants reported (4)
● 5.0% of participants reported (5).

Table 2

9
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GPA self reporting was converted to the scale of (1.0 - 4.0). The result shows:
● 3% of (1.0)
● 18% of (2.0)
● 34% of (3.0)
● 45% of (4.0).

Table 3

GPA % of Participant's Response

1.0 3

2.0 18

3.0 34

4.0 45

Out of the 7 options of sports, 7th being the option of (other) the data shows:
● 7.6% of participants have played rugby/football
● 26.7% have played soccer
● 6.7% have played hockey

10
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● 25.7% have played basketball
● 12.4% have played wrestling
● 12.4% have played boxing
● 33.3% have played others.

Table 4

51% of the participants reported having head injury and the majority of the participants were
between the ages of (10-13 years).

Table 5

11
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When TBI encounter was compared with the GPA, it was found out that 100% of participants
with 1.0 GPA had encountered TBI, 66.7% participants with 2.0 GPA had encountered TBI, 82.4%
participants with 3.0 GPA encountered TBI and 22.4% participants with 4.0 GPA had encountered
TBI.

Table 6

GPA % of TBI Encountered
1 100
2 66.7
3 82.4
4 24.4

Table 7

12
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When TBI was compared with scores on learning pro�ciency we observed the highest mean
score was 2.5 on the basis of �uency, learning pro�ciency, e�ective thought process and ability to
convey points. We observed the following results:

● 1-2 score 9.8% of the participants
● 2-3 score 35.3% of the participants
● 3-4 score 43.1% of the participants
● 4-5 score 11.8% of the participants

Table 8

Mean Score on Learning
Pro�ciency

% of TBI Encountered

1 to 2 9.8%
2 to 3 35.3%
3 to 4 43.1%
4 to 5 11.8%

Table 9

13
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Limits:
The research faced some restrictions

and obstructions. There 5 outliers reported
backgrounds like homeschooling, no sports
participation and being above the age of 21.
This led to the removal of their data from the
study. The conversion of GPA had slight
accuracy issues as we had to convert the grading
and percentages from di�erent school systems
to one uniform format. The course rigor was
also not determined so it might show some
spikes in GPA as we found 51% have
encountered some form of brain injury while
45% of the participants had reported to have
secured 4.0 GPA. Lastly, we were unable to
determine the intensity of brain injury for
individual participants.

Conclusion:
The results proved that age group and

sports had a strong correlation as participants
between ages (10-13 years) showed that 85% of
them have received a TBI of some type.
According to the study conducted by BMC
Sports Science, Medicine and Rehabilitation:
the maximum participation in sports is of age

groups (10-14years) (Eime, Harvey, Charity,
Casey, Westerbeek, & Payne, 2016). Sports
related TBI have proven to play a part in the
development of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder.

According to our prediction for the
relationship between TBI and GPA, we
expected 1.0 to be 100% and 2.0 to around 70%
but participants with 3.0 GPA showed a great
spike which further speculates that maybe
higher GPA doesn’t indicate that a student, or
a participant in this case, was su�ering from
Receptive and Expressive Language disorder as
our study didn’t include number of hours
individual participant studied for  each week.

According to our prediction for the
relationship between mean learning pro�ciency
rating and TBI, we expected that around 60%
of participants with TBI encounters will have
pro�ciency tests between (3-5) which was
approximately true as participants with scores
between (3-5) were 54% as learning ability is a
strong indicator of behavioral patterns
indicated by (Psychol, 2013). We expected
participants with TBI encounters to show
lower performance as it can help us indicate
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symptoms of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder. Our prediction was
supported by our �ndings which further
reinforces that TBI encounters are a
determinant in decline in learning pro�ciency.

Our study communicates the role
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) plays in
development of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder in adolescents with sports
and learning pro�ciency as strong indicators
and age as a moderate indicator. Further
research on GPA’s connection with
determination of Receptive and Expressive
Language disorder is required. The experiment
not only clari�es TBI’s role in this disorder but

also indicates the importance of these 3
variables in early diagnosis of this disorder.
Moreover, further emphasis should be laid on
spreading awareness of Receptive and
Expressive Language disorder so that parents as
well as education systems can detect and
provide proper guidance to adolescents
su�ering from this disorder. Comprehension
and Expression are basic rights that a human
requires to live a normal life. We are optimistic
that this disorder will be treated e�ciently in
the future and further advancements in
personalized learning will provide a proper
solution to treat this disorder.

Appendices:

Table 10

Age % of TBI Encountered

10 to 13 85%

14 to 17 42.5%

18 to 21 32%

Table 11
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Bacteriophage as a Promising Alternative to Antibiotics

Jerry Zhang, Australia

Abstract:

Surviving, reproducing and overcoming the imposing danger of medicine
over time, bacteria have experienced a fortuitous evolution, an insurmountable
climb by developing antibiotic resistance in the last era. The widespread misuse
and overuse of antibiotics have created a selective pressure for resistant strains
of bacteria, resulting in the survival and reproduction of more antibiotic
resistant bacteria.1 This has led to the growing practice of bacteriophage
therapy, an approach that uses viruses to treat bacterial infections.

Introduction

Since the commercialization of penicillin in the mid-nineties, antibiotics have been used
widely as both a medicine for illness and as feed in the livestock industry to ensure the healthy
growth of domesticated animals. After animals are fed antibiotics, selective pressure develops in
animals where susceptive bacteria are killed, leaving bacteria with resistant genes to proliferate.2

The �rst group of bacteria that survives is likely to confer tolerance to antibiotics from gene
mutation. For example, some mutations enable the bacteria to produce potent chemicals that
deactivate antibiotics, while others eliminate the toll receptor, a distinguishing hallmark on
bacteria that the antibiotic attacks.3 Over time, these domesticated animals retain strains of
bacteria which are resistant to antibiotic resistance. When undergoing conjugation, a bacterium
transfers its genetic material, including resistant genes, onto another bacterium, forming a
colony of antibiotics-resistant bacteria that �ourish in the intestinal �ora of the animal.4

Similarly, the frequent use of antibiotics in the human population to treat innocuous diseases
have also resulted in the production of resistant bacteria.

Amid growing concerns of a ‘return to the pre-antibiotic era’,5 the Centre for Disease
Control (CDC) estimates that antibiotic-resistant infections result in 2 million illnesses and at
least 23,000 deaths each year.6 According to the UK government’s 2016 review on
Antimicrobial Resistance, an estimated 7,000,000 die each year globally from resistant
infections with a projected cost of $100 trillion and a death toll of 10 million by 2050.
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Bacteriophage therapy is largely considered as an alternative to antibiotics that has certain
bene�ts such as low toxicity, bio�lm penetration, and speci�city in killing bacteria.
Bacteriophages kill bacteria by targeting speci�c strains, making them an appealing method to
overcome resistant bacteria.

Bacteriophage Treatment

A bacteriophage is a virus that infects a bacterium by inserting its genes inside it
through the lytic and lysogenic cycle. It contains a head composed of nucleic acid covered by a
protein layer and a tail as well as an empty core within the sheath, which can encode as few as
four genes.

The lytic cycle is performed by virulent bacteriophages. It is a cytoplasmic viral replication
process in which the bacteriophage injects its genetic material into the host cell, and uses the
host bacterium genome to replicate phage genetic material to produce many more phages. Once
the host cell is overloaded with bacteriophages, it ruptures from within, releasing the newly
formed phages.

In the lysogenic cycle, a phage inserts its genetic material into the bacterium host without
killing it. Once the bacterium host is colonized, the phage DNA is grafted onto the genetic
material of the host, e�ectively creating an integrated chromosome that undergoes replication
when the host bacterium divides to make more phage proteins.

Fig. 1: Graphic visual of steps of lytic cycle

Diagram acquired from blog “Fighting Fire with Fire: Killing bacteria with virus”

A case study by NCBI found “Recent investigations using animal models have explored phage
treatment against a range of clinically significant pathogens. Oral administration of phage saved
66.7% of mice challenged with gut-derived sepsis due to P. aeruginosa from mortality compared
to 0% in the control group. Intraperitoneal administration of a single phage strain was sufficient
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to rescue 100% of mice in bacteremia models using vancomycin-resistant E. faecium8, extended
spectrum β-lactamase producing E. coli9, and imipenem-resistant P. aeruginosa10. Phage cocktails
have also been used to treat antibiotic-resistant P. aeruginosa infections of the skin, lungs, and
gastrointestinal tract in animal models11,12. Additional animal studies show similarly promising
results for multidrug-resistant E. coli O25:H4-ST13113.” This data shows a promising result for
bacteriophage applications.

In Connecticut, USA, an 80-year-old man su�ering from life-threatening multi-drug-resistant
bacterial infection in his heart was treated with bacteriophages. The patient had been infected
with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a type of bacteria which is common in nature and is often
responsible for causing infections in hospital patients. The patient was treated with long-term
antibiotics but to no avail. Running out of options, the patient was treated with OMKO1
bacteriophages that were studied intensively by researchers from Yale University. In January
2016, thousands of bacteriophages were injected into the man’s chest, and the patient was
followed up to show no signs of bacterial infections.14

Advantages of Bacteriophage Therapy over Antibiotics

Phages are speci�c to particular species of bacteria and therefore unlikely to cause
damage to bene�cial microbes in our gut �ora, contrary to antibiotics that kill bacteria.15

Moreover, the way bacteriophages infect and kill bacteria di�ers from antibiotics, indicating
that speci�c antibiotic-resistant bacterial mechanisms do not translate into mechanisms of
phage resistance, making phages a potential cure against superbugs.16

Bacteriophage therapy is highly e�ective with planktonic bacteria, yet is limited in treating
bio�lm. A bio�lm is a cluster of bacteria that live in association with the surface by an
extracellular polymeric matrix17. Bio�lms typically derive a certain resistance to antibiotics from
their having a physical barrier that makes inner cells less metabolically active and less a�ected by
antibiotics. Bacteriophages are equipped with enzymes on the exterior of the capsid that
degrade the extracellular polymeric substances and disperse bacterial bio�lms, allowing them to
access bacteria embedded within the matrix.18

Limitations of bacteriophage

Despite the advantages of bacteriophages, there are abiding limitations. Firstly, phages
are di�cult to prepare cleanly. To produce phages, scientists must �rst grow a large quantity of
bacteria that are not subjected to immune defence. Because phages can only infect particular
species of antibiotics, they take a longer time to employ in a treatment compared to antibiotics,
as doctors need �rst to identify the bacterium that is causing the infection, and then search for
phages capable of killing it.19

Secondly, phages are not widely used in the Western pharmaceutical industry. Few phage
products have passed regulatory standards and phages are still known as ‘viruses’, which could
be misinterpreted by the general public conjuring up the notions of dangerous viral pathogens
that cause human diseases.20
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Conclusion

Antimicrobial resistance is increasing globally, and new treatments are urgently needed to meet
this challenge. Relentless research on phages has led to an improved understanding of the safety
and potential of bacteriophage therapy. However, data gaps on e�cacy and lack of
standardization must be resolved before bacteriophage therapy can position itself as mainstream
medicine.21

“Only by investing now to address Antibiotic Resistance can we ensure a future free from
untreatable infections”. Anthony So, Professor of the Practice at John Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health.
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Caenorhabditis Elegans’ Contribution to Anti-Aging
Research

Tabitha Ili�e, England

I’m enthusiastic about the natural sciences, in particular neuroscience and molecular biology and I love
to read and write about new developments in this area.

Intro
All living organisms experience a
number of degenerative changes that
arise with age. In animals, these can
include a reduced metabolism, cognitive
function and mobility to name a few.
Researchers have been working to
answer the question: how we can delay,
or potentially reverse, the debilitating
e�ects of aging?

To answer the question, scientists aim
to develop metrics for prolonging
human life and health span, increasing
the proportion of life spent in good
health, (a long life doesn’t necessarily
mean a healthy life) and improve the
overall improving quality of life for the
human race. In order to do this, science
must identify key age-dependent
metabolic changes at a molecular level
that ultimately catalyse physical and
other neurological degenerations. This
potentially billion-dollar industry could
revolutionize the �elds of medicine and
genetics.

Caenorhabditis elegan
Recent experimentation on
Caenorhabditis elegans, a miniscule
nematode worm living amongst soil and
rotting vegetation, could provide the

billion-dollar answer. A non-parasitic,
non-pathogenic, non-hazardous worm
of zero economic importance to
humanity could have the ability to
metamorphosize our future and hold
the gift for defying age.

One of the most notable age dependent
changes at tissue level is the rapid
decrease in female fertility. For
centuries, scientists have correlated
fertility decline with age-related
decrease in the number of eggs, from
one million eggs at birth, to a mere
1000 by the time of a woman’s 51st
birthday. The decreased quantity of
eggs in the ovaries as well as the
deterioration of follicle DNA is mainly
caused by increasingly common
chromosomal abnormalities and
exposure to environmental toxins, both
of which have rendered women with
decreased ability to produce a viable
baby. However, the question propounds
‘is it possible to extend fertility’.

Moreover, as we age, the nervous system
deteriorates and we lose neurons and
neurotransmitters. Processing of
information slows down and the elderly
often take longer to carry out certain
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tasks. Some functional changes include
a reduced short-term memory, a slower
reaction time and poorer verbal skills.
Many neurodegenerative disorders,
such as Huntington’s disease, only arise
in middle age, which is a principal
reason why they are unconsciously
passed down genetically to o�spring so
frequently.

C.elegan Structure
C. elegans is a non-complex nematode
worm of approximately 1mm in length
that is conceived of a single cell. Its
nervous system comprises a
circumpharyngeal nerve ring and the
organism has been shown to
demonstrate human-like behaviour,
such as basic learning and reproduction
by manufacturing sperm and egg cells.
Since 1994, scientists have extensively
studied this organism, which is
invaluable to aging research because not
only does it have a very short lifespan of
2-3 weeks, but it also shares many core
genes with humans and can be grown
easily in petri dishes in a laboratory.
The structure of C. elegans is relatively
simple. Its transparent structure allows
all 959 somatic cells within its body to
be visible under a microscope, of which
300 are neurons that regulate responses
to taste, heat, smell and touch. C.
elegans also consists of a ventral nerve
cord down its back, which draws
similarities to the human spinal cord.
Four bands of muscle help this worm to
move by means of contraction and
relaxation.

C.elegan Physiology
A key attribute of C. elegans is that
after it reproduces, it begins to age
much in the same way humans age,

gradually declining and dying.

The anatomy of C. elegans. Important
features of a hermaphrodite (A) and male
(B) portrayed laterally. We can see the
dorsal and ventral nerve cords running
down the spine and two of the four bands of
muscle. Image C is a cross section of the
hermaphrodite showing clearly the four
muscle quadrants.

In terms of age-dependent changes at a
tissue level, scientists have observed that
in C. elegans, muscle, neuron, and
reproductive integrity massively
declines. Furthermore, rate of
reproduction reduces in C. elegans
hermaphrodites with age. The nuclei
concentration in the mitotic germline
diminishes and oocyte size also
decreases in aged worms, indicating that
a suitable oocyte size is critical for
reproduction.

Biomarkers of aging are biological
labels that predict physiological and
functional capacity of an organism at a
more senior age without using their
current age to draw conclusions. This is
often used as a predictor of lifespan.
Using physiological markers, C. elegans
studies have concluded that fast moving
worms, which is comparable to walking
speed in humans, or middle age worms
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that maintain their youth speed
generally live longer than slower
moving worms.

Secondly, levels of expression of certain
microRNAs- small non-coding RNA
strands which regulate gene expression
by inhibiting translation
post-transcription increase or decrease
with age and this correctly estimates the
remainder lifespan of the worms.
MicroRNAs may act as oncogenes or
tumour repressors and an increase in
oncogenic microRNAs have been
illustrated in malignant cancerous cells.
Recent studies have also concluded that
non-interference of microRNAs may be
implicated in pituitary tumour
production. Further understanding of
how microRNAs interact in C. elegans
could be indispensable for preventing
cancer onset at an older age.

Finally, superoxide bursts or pH
alterations in the mitochondria of
young worms are associated with a
negative correlation with life span.
Although architectural changes to the
mitochondria do not show any
correlation with life span and aging and
are not considered biomarkers,
mitochondria are essential for
respiration and energy production in
humans, so their dwindling function in
older people may be central to aging
and age-related diseases. Further studies
of metabolic �uctuations in
mitochondria have established multiple
metabolites that decrease in
concentration over time and pinpointed
which metabolites might be most
a�ected by age. “Oxaloacetate, a key
resource for the production of energy,
was becoming limiting in aged worms,"

according to Dr Casanueva, group
leader in the Epigenetics programme at
the Babraham Institute. "We know that
of all metabolites that can be
supplemented to the food source for
ageing worms, Oxaloacetate is the one
metabolite that produces the most
robust e�ect extending lifespan by up
to 20%." This 2 data can easily be
adapted for human studies and allow us
to gain further awareness into
metabolic variations in humans.

Despite the promising future of these
groundbreaking studies, the �ndings
have limitations which need to be
addressed. A biomarker of age that
describes a single physical or
psychological condition generally does
not mirror the biological age of an
organism. Taking into consideration
several biomarkers of aging
simultaneously are required to
accurately deduce the biological age of
an organism. From this, we should be
able to standardize which combinations
of biomarkers are the most accurate for
predicting biological age as well as
prolonging lifespan and positively
impacting quality of health in humans.

The promises of E.elegan research
So what conclusions can we draw from
this research? There is no doubt that
studies on C. elegans have
revolutionized the �eld of anti-aging,
and will continue to do so. Many
optimistic biomarkers of age have been
established and there is great potential
for using C. elegans in models for
various diseases due to its genetic
similarities to humans. Combined with
increasing technological developments
and further apoptosis studies on the
simplistic and primitive C. elegans
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could hold the key to reverse the e�ects
of aging in humans and also play a
signi�cant role in �nding cures for
cancers, neurodegenerative diseases or
even diabetes, to name a few.
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What e�ect does learning or speaking a second language
have on the brain?

Rachel Hodes, United Kingdom

anguage and the ability to
communicate through the spoken
word are an inherent part of the
way we live our lives and function

as a society. Each language in the world uses
di�erent combinations of sounds,
vocabulary, and written symbols, all of
which combine to create a method of
communication allowing us to interact with
others in a meaningful way.

Our brains are like very complex muscles,
and, just as with any muscle, exercise can
cause them to grow. Typically, the left
hemisphere of the brain has been said to be
responsible for language and speech, and
the right hemisphere for visual stimuli and
spatial processing (although this can di�er
between left- and right-handed people).
The language processes are generally found
in the left frontal lobe and left temporal
lobe – however, of course language learning
is much more complicated than this, and
associated with many di�erent areas of the
brain, as well as the pathways between such
areas.

In a Swedish study of language learners,
MRI results showed an increase in
hippocampus volume and in cortical

thickness of the left middle frontal gyrus,
inferior frontal gyrus, and superior
temporal gyrus. The amount of growth of
brain matter depended on students’
performance during the course, and their
ability to keep up with their classes – more
growth correlated with better language
studies and performance.

This showcases the neuroplasticity of the
brain, which is also visible in results from
Electroencephalography (EEG) research
from Moscow and Helsinki. They found
that learning languages enhances brain
plasticity (the capability to change and
adjust physical structure) and increases
capacity for more knowledge. In fact,
learning one language has been said to
improve the speaker’s other languages, and
makes it easier to learn new languages.
Bilinguals and polyglots essentially have
competition between the languages they
speak, forcing their brain pathways to
change in size, shape and structural
integrity so as to accommodate it.

Although it was thought (before the 1960s)
that bilingualism was a handicap which
would lower children’s IQs and slow
intellectual growth, there is now research to
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show the exact opposite – a second
language can actively increase cognitive
capabilities. Studies in 1962, led by
Elizabeth Peal and Wallace Lambert at
McGill University in Montreal, showed that
bilingual children performed better in both
verbal and non-verbal tests, and were better
at ignoring distraction. They were also
more creative, with faster cognitive
development, and better performance in
maths, social studies, memory games and
reading.

Similarly, another research project in 2009,
led by Agnes Kovacs of the International
School for Advanced Studies in Trieste,
Italy showed that bilingual children at only
7 months old (referred to throughout the
experiment as ‘crib bilinguals’) respond to
learning cues faster and more accurately
than the monolingual children. The
experiment involved teaching the children
to associate certain sound cues with images
shown on a screen and looked at the speed
of their ‘anticipatory attention’ to expect
the image in a certain place after the cue.
The results showed that the crib bilinguals
outperformed the monolingual children,
suggesting that even before a speaking age,
the in�uence of a second language improves
executive function, focus, and the ability to
switch attention and retain information. It
has been proposed that this is because
language centres in the brain are more
�exible.

The ability to speak more than one
language can also protect the brain against
neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s

and dementia, as con�rmed by multiple
studies. Bilinguals consistently showed
symptoms around 5 years later than
monolinguals despite showing the same
amount of brain deterioration, implying
that they had somehow dealt better with
the disease. This is potentially due to
bilinguals using their ‘executive control
system’ (the cerebral system that controls
and manages other cognitive processes)
more than monolinguals. These results have
been con�rmed not only in people who
were bilingual from birth, but also in those
who acquired a second language later in life.

However, the e�ects of a second language
extend beyond mental exercise and growth.
It has long been discussed whether the
language you speak alters the way you view
and interact with the world. This is in part
because languages are not direct parallels of
each other – they all have distinct grammar,
as well as connotations and symbolism of
words that are often in�uenced by the
culture of where the language is spoken.
Some languages even have words for
concepts which do not exist in other
languages. This means that when learning a
new language, you could also be learning a
new way of thinking.

Studies of languages where there is a
distinction between lighter and darker
versions of a colour (such as Russian) show
that speakers can separate the light and dark
colours faster and more accurately than
people from languages where there is one
word. Similarly, some languages only have
one word for multiple colours, commonly
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blue and green, and speakers of such
languages are slower to distinguish between
the two colours when they only have one
word for both. This shows that language
enhances cognition and shapes the way we
think.

Other examples of this include research
where speakers of gendered languages
associated words they knew to be
‘masculine’ in gender with stereotypically
masculine adjectives and ‘feminine’ words
with feminine adjectives, even when asked
in English which does not have gendered
words. Speakers of Kuuk Thaayorre (an
aboriginal language spoken near the west
coast of Australia) use cardinal directions
when referring to space and have been
shown to always know which direction they
face. Interestingly, when asked to arrange
cards in order of time, they tended to order
them East to West, rather than in the
direction of reading/writing as with the
English, Hebrew, and Arabic speakers in the
experiments.

This research demonstrates how language
can focus our perception of the world and
essentially shape our thoughts, including
our moral decisions and memory of events.
Learning a second language can therefore
potentially broaden your worldview and
allow you to see things from an entirely
di�erent perspective. It has been suggested
that if a multilingual person were to lose
something, thinking the situation through
in another language may help, because the
information retrieval methods may di�er
between languages.

All in all, it is clear that learning another
language has a number of impressive
bene�ts, as well as some fascinating e�ects
on perception and the way we interact with
the world.
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Programmed Patient-derived iPSCs as Cancer Progression Models
and Tools in Precision Oncology

Phuc Chau Nguyen, USA

Phuc Nguyen is an immigrant from Vietnam and now a sophomore at La Quinta High School. He aspires to
be a neuro-oncologist to �nd a cure for neuroblastoma.

Abstract

Novel discoveries in human tissue have led to new notions such as bioengineering, genetic
editing, and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) that opens up a whole new path for
researching cancer. In this paper, I discuss how iPSC modeling is bene�cial as well as limiting for
cancer researchers while emphasizing how bioengineering could be adopted to present new
cancer treatments. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are produced from somatic cells
through a mix of bioengineering and genetic editing. iPSCs are cells that, like embryonic stem
cells (ESCs), self-sustain in the state of pluripotency, the state where cells can di�erentiate into
any other cells. This reprogramming technique is an emerging technology that has pervaded
most areas of biomedical research. After the somatic cells are induced to undergo a temporary
expression of speci�c transcription factors (TFs), they become iPSCs which contain two distinct
properties. iPSCs, in an undi�erentiated pluripotent state, can live perpetually in a culture. The
other property, building onto the �rst property, is that they can be purposefully mediated to
di�erentiate into any other human body cell type from their current undi�erentiated
pluripotent state. Since iPSCs’ second property is so powerfully helpful in the development of
new cancer therapies, the need for production of iPSCs from primary human cells is necessarily
important to the creation of new disease models and treatments. Although many models
developed based on iPSCs showcasing monogenic and complex diseases have been formulated,
researchers are still gracing only the surface of what iPSCs modeling can do in cancer research.
Model systems, magnifying the malignant cancer state at various levels from cellular to
organism, plays a major role in both basic and translational cancer research. Upon realization
that cancer is way more complex compared to other diseases due to its heterogeneity and diverse
evasive mechanisms, the scienti�c community interested in patient-derived cancer models is
increasingly eager to solve the problem of low translation rates of basic research �ndings.
Researchers are more and more attracted by the idea of using human tissue as a source of
accurate data for model building. Therefore, although clinical cancer research over the years has
taken primary interest in 3D organotypic cultures, genetically modi�ed mouse models,
conditional reprogramming (CR), patient-derived xenografts (PDXs), patient-derived models,
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or preserved cell lines, iPSCs modi�ed from malignant cancer cells continually proves to be a
potentially groundbreaking tool in the �ght against cancer.

Introduction

The idea of reprogramming cancer cells’ genomes to add pluripotency came along from
early studies where nuclei of mouse cancer cells were transplanted.1 Nowadays, immortalized
human cell lines are being used as the source of iPSCs and ‘iPSC-like’ cell production.1 Induced
pluripotency could help researchers study the reversibility of cancer phenotype and its
corresponding epigenetic determinants.1 But, more importantly, cells with induced pluripotency
can be created using donor cells that are not of the receiver.1 Yet, derivation of iPSCs have only
worked by reprogramming malignant or premalignant cells.2 These malignant or premalignant cells
includes cells with myeloid malignancies (myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs), chronic myeloid
leukemia, polycythemia vera, and primary myelo�brosis), myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs), and
myelomonocytic leukemia (a syndrome commonly found in young people).2 iPSCs from patients
with these disorders have shown cellular and molecular phenotypes characteristic of the cells with
these disorders.2 These cellular and molecular traits include reoriented di�erentiation propensity,
constitution of hematopoietic colony, cell proliferation, altered gene expression, over-expressed
cell-cell signaling, and abrupt drug sensitivities.2 Cells with pancreatic adenocarcinoma, when used
for reprogramming, produce bad-quality iPSCs that are still dependent on the expression of added
TFs to function properly and di�erentiate.2 iPSCs can have germline mutations if they are
originally cells from patients of familial cancer predisposition syndromes.3 For example, iPSCs can
have TP53 mutation if the donor cells have the Li–Fraumeni syndrome, FANCA and FANCC
mutations if the donor cells have Fanconi anemia, RUNX1 mutation if the donor cells have the
familial platelet disorder (FPD) or acute myeloid leukemia (AML), and �nally the BRCA1
mutations if the donor cells were predispose with breast cancer.3 iPSCs that were originally cells
with the Li–Fraumeni syndrome developed an inability for osteoblastic di�erentiation and a
tumorigenic potential.3 iPSCs with TP53 mutations also adopt osteosarcomas’ gene signatures.3

Cancer modeling with iPSCs

The �rst step in creating iPSCs from cancer cells is separating the cells from a malignant or
metastatic tumor.4 This could be done through surgery, biopsy, a blood sample, or a bone marrow
aspirate, which is used in hematologic malignancies.4 Normal iPSCs and malignant iPSCs that have
the same genes are obtained from the same cancer patients.4 These two iPSCs give researchers a pair
of iPSCs that are simultaneously derived from one reprogramming experiment and are possible to
be retrospectively recognized using genetic analyses.4 As an alternative, a pair of
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genetically-matching iPSCs could be produced from two independent reprogramming
experiments.5 One uses the normal tissues which are adjacent to the tumor and the other directly
uses the tumor cells.5 Retroviral, lentiviral, episomal or Sendai viruses are used to transport the four
Yamanaka factors (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC) into the somatic cells.5 These four factors are
vital for reprogramming that allows for induced pluripotency.5 Epigenetic remodeling occurs when
TFs are exogenously expressed.6 But the processes through which this happens is still very poorly
understood, therefore scientists have preferred using endogenous TFs and pluripotency regulators.6

Endogenous TFs produce a self-sustaining loop of autoregulatory cycles, which ultimately helps
the cell live in a state that doesn't require exogenous TFs.6 It can be concluded that successfully
reprogrammed iPSCs is independent of TFs.6 This trait could be observed when the cells' TF
transgenes disappear (in case of an integration-free method) or when the cells express signi�cant
silencing (in the case of an integrating method).7 Theoretically, these high-quality iPSCs can be
in�nitely maintained in an expanded and cryopreserved culture.7 They could be maintained safely-
meaning free of any genetic, epigenetic or phenotypic alterations.7 Well-developed culture needs
feeder cells, which are usually mitotically-inactivated mouse embryonic �broblasts.7 Alternatively,
feeder-free cells are used for the derivation and maintenance of human iPSCs.8 When iPSCs are
applied to real experiments, they often need to be di�erentiated into the speci�c type of cancerous
cell experimenters intended to study.8 This process requires experimenters to truly grasp the
interested tumor’s cell of origin and then di�erentiate the iPSCs into that cell type.8 The
di�erentiation could be done in vitro through the scheduled addition of mixtures of growth factors
or speci�c concentrations of small molecules.9 Successful production of iPSCs can be recognized
through the cells’ expression of lineage-speci�c surface markers, genes or other tissue-de�ning
characteristics.9

Reprogramming of  Cancer Cell lines

Cancer models developed from cancer cell line reprogramming are emerging as optimizing
cancer models because there has been a need for new, advanced, and improved cancer models.9

Recently, there is two di�erent ways in which somatic cells is reprogrammed to adopt the
pluripotency state: one is by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) implantation to an enucleated
oocyte; the other one is by addition of ectopic TFs expression to normal cells.9 Compared to SCNT
implantation, the latter option has proven to be more successful because it does not require the use
of any oocytes or blastocysts and therefore has an increased reprogramming rate.10 Back in 2010,
the �rst successful reprogramming of human malignant cells, using the second approach, was done
through the retroviral induction of the Yamanaka factors into a chronic myeloid leukemia (CML)
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cell line, speci�cally the KBM7 cells.10 When the fully-programmed CML-iPS cells were
subcutaneously injected into mice, the mice produced teratomas that contained three di�erent cell
types, one from each di�erent germ layer.10 In vitro, the CML-iPS cells di�erentiated into
CD43-expressing, CD4-expressing, and CD34-expressing cells.10 CD43 is a pan-T cell marker and
CD4 is a hematopoietic lineage marker.10 Expression of CD34, a stem cell marker, indicates that the
cells restore their ability to di�erentiate into di�erent hematopoietic lineages.10 The CML cell lines
used for reprogramming were dependent on the BCR–ABL pathway.11 On the other hand, the cell
lines derived from CML-iPS, which express the BCR–ABL gene, still resisted an inhibitor of
BCR–ABL signaling, namely imatinib.11 The hematopoietic lineage cells, which are formerly
CML-iPS cells, reactivate their imatinib sensitivity.11 This regain of drug sensitivity demonstrates
that the CML-iPS cells' oncogenic dependency is largely variable depending on what the current
di�erentiation status of the cells is.11

Figure 1: Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) is a direct modification to the nucleus of the
cancer cell, which is microinjected into an enucleated mouse oocyte, which later forms a blastocyst.12

The resulting embryonic stem cells are then separated out of the blastocyst’s inner cell mass.12
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Figure 2: Because using human pre-implantation embryos is still up to ethical concerns,
reprogramming, induced by the four Yamanaka factors (OSKM), has been the main method used
for derivation of human cancer cell lines and somatic cells from patients.12 The four Yamanaka
factors (OSKM) are delivered into other cells using an array of techniques including retrovirus,
sendai virus, exosomes, and mRNA.13 When these factors induce reprogramming and the cells turn
pluripotent, the new cells can self-renew and produce an unlimited source of patient-derived iPS
cells.13

iPS cell lines have been previously successfully produced from di�erent cancer lines or
tumor cells such as glioblastoma, melanoma, gastric cancer, and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma,
and many more.13 Many reports have described how the programming technique is successful for
the purpose of generating pluripotent cells and therefore how iPS can be used as cancer models.13

Researchers use PDAC tumor cells to create iPS cells which then could di�erentiate and undergo
early stages of pancreatic cancer.14 This helps build an early progression model of the disease, which
was lacking before.14 The iPS cells, after being injected into mice with insu�cient immunity, turn
into intraepithelial neoplasias (PanINs) which will further progress to more malignant stages.14

These PanIN cells are then used to create pancreatic organoids, which could pinpoint certain
biomarkers and pathways that are necessary in the early detection of the disease.14 This is extremely
helpful because this gives early symptoms of the disease that was usually diagnosed at its late-stage
because of its lack of symptoms.15 In early to intermediate stages of PDAC progression, the HNF4a
network was found to be widely activated throughout the tumor, demonstrating that it, along with
many more undiscovered characteristics, is a novel target for diagnosis and treatment.15

Cancer-derived iPS cells, created by inducing the patient-derived cells with the Yamanaka factors
(OSKM), can be di�erentiated into multiple di�erent cell types that are valuable for the
examination of disease progression.15 Cancer cell-derived iPS cells can be used to investigate tumor
speci�cation, development of cancer models, and the potential targets for therapy.15 However, some
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cancer cells, to be fully reprogrammed, need, in addition to the classical OSKM factors, factors such
as NANOG, LIN28, BCL2, or KRAS.16 This challenge might be due to the cells’ genomic
instability such as accumulation of mutations, past lesions, and epigenetic alterations.16 Epigenetic
changes, alongside genetic defects, in cancer cells was found to be the drive of cancer.16

Reprogramming could totally wipe out and replace the cancer cells’s epigenetics since
cellular transformations that induce pluripotency are strongly correlated to the regulation of a cell’s
epigenetics.16 Sarcoma cell lines such as MG63, SAOS2, SKNEP, HOS, and SW872 could be
reprogrammed into iPS cells, which will then generate connective tissues and hematopoietic cells
that could be used for many purposes such as the studying of the disease and its resistance to
therapeutic treatment.17 No tumor growth was found in mice after the osteogenic and adipogenic
lineage, derived from sarcome-iPSCs, were subcutaneously transplanted into it.17 This shows that
reprogramming could possibly overcome the original sarcoma cells’ tumorigenic capacity.17

Similarly, non-small cell lung cancer cells reduce their tumorigenicity after they were
reprogrammed to return to their parental epigenome and transcriptome.17

Reprogramming cancer tumors has been seen as a promising therapeutic strategy due to the
fact that it can radically change the epigenetic landscape of a cell’s oncogenes and tumor
suppressors.18 However, the mechanism through which reprogramming altered a cell's epigenetics
occurs has a high level of unpredictability.18 This can sometimes give the opposite phenotype, in
which a more aggressive disease with more resistance to available inhibitors arises.18 Even though it
is fairly easy to induce pluripotency genes in a cell using non-integrating techniques, it should still
be done with consideration as OSKM factors, an example of a pluripotency gene, can be hidden yet
major cancer drivers.18 Furthermore, cancer development could be the result if complete
reprogramming fails and the cells end up being incompletely reprogrammed.19 In 2 weeks, iPSCs
could be created in vitro by inducing the tumor cells with the OSKM factors.19 When these iPSCs
were injected into blastocysts of chimeric mice, non-neoplastic normal kidney cells were born, or
more accurately, existed as a di�erentiated form of these iPSCs.19 This shows that the iPSCs
reprogramming’s epigenetic processes could act as a driver of cancer and that this genetic
transformation in cancer progression could be reversible.19 Because this method could go both
ways, it is necessary that this method be carefully considered and revised before put to actual use.20

Genetic stability

According to early studies, iPSCs might be more genetically unstable than other
pluripotent or somatic cell types.20 However, these copy-number and single-nucleotide variants
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representative of genetic instability were found to be pre-existent in somatic cells that were used for
iPSC derivation.20 So, when iPSC production occurs, these variants simply get further ampli�ed.20

Other undescribed mutations occurred during culture expansion or di�erentiation.21 These
spontaneous mutations arise at the same rate of the mutations that arise during somatic cell
division.21 Therefore, it is concluded that reprogramming by itself is not mutagenic.21 So, iPSCs
can't intrinsically be genetically unstable too.21 However, there are still certain iPSCs that express
genomic instability due to its cancerous origin cell.22 What’s more, iPSCs, even from genetically
stable cancers, can show arbitrary genetic alterations due to evolutionary selection.22 This means
that mutations confer a survival advantage or render genetic drifts.22 Genetic drifts can be induced
by manual manipulations, which are commonly used in expanding human pluripotent stem cell
culture and inserting single-cell subclones.22 As opposed to genetic drifts which require more e�ort,
recurring monitoring through karyotyping or retrieval of the original genome is easily done thanks
to the iPSCs’s swift ability to be expanded and therefore the smooth formation of cryopreserved
cells’ subclones.23

Genetic Instability

The somatic cell’s epigenome and transcriptome will be altered in its entirety once it
undergoes the reprogramming necessary to transform into a iPSCs.23 However, sometimes
incomplete or aberrant reprogramming does occur, causing the resulting iPSCs to be only slightly
di�erent to its original somatic cells in terms of epigenomes and functional properties.23 It has been
questionable whether reprogramming of well-established cancer cell lines or primary cells actually
produce partially-successful iPSCs, which can be identi�ed through its perpetual dependence on
extrinsic TFs.23 For instance, scientists have found only ‘iPSC-like’ cell lines when they tried to
reprogram primary pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma to produce epithelial cells.23 These
‘iPSC-like’ cell lines express traits of pluripotency and can di�erentiate into red cells, white cells,
and platelets, but are still solely dependent on the expression of exogenous TFs.24 Due to the
complicated functional and epigenetic properties ‘iPSC-like’ cells have, usage of these cells should
be clearly cautioned to acknowledge any unexpected results obtained.24 On the other hand,
successfully-reprogrammed iPSCs, recognized through strict criterias of being able to di�erentiate
and independent from transcription factor expression, should be kept separate from other
‘iPSC-like’ cells.24 Unfortunately, judging by these standards, validated iPSCs have been
successfully produced from only hematologic entities.24 Incompletion could also occur in early
stages of genetic reprogramming.25 Signs of this include expression of transcriptional or epigenetic
“doppelganger”of the original somatic cells and altered patterns of di�erentiation.25
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On an important note, iPSCs do not have as much phenotypic, transcriptional, or
line-to-line variation as human embryonic stem cell (ESC) lines, which means that they are
intrinsically and epigenetically more stable.25 In fact, what makes iPSCs unique is their genetic
makeup including transcriptional, epigenetic and functional (patterns of di�erentiation)
properties.25 These properties prove that they are great for designing genotype-to-phenotype
models for cancer-related studies.25 However, their usefulness as cancer models is still not so
persuasive since epigenetic aberrations of the original cancer cells are more often than not to be
totally wiped out or replaced during reprogramming.26 But, fortunately, these removed epigenetic
alterations are likely to be reformed during di�erentiation.26 Limitations of iPSC-derived cancer
models and the interdependence of cancer cells’ genetic and epigenetic lesions will be better
explored through studies that interrogate the epigenetic propensity of iPSC-derived cells versus
donor primary tumor cells.26

Basic cancer research

iPSCs provide great cancer models because they have distinct traits and properties as
pluripotent cells.26 One of those traits is that their perpetual self-reproduction gives scientists many
attempts to record the cancer cell’s entire genome and proliferate this single cancer cell into an
in�nite amount of copies.27 Additionally, phenotypic drifts, which often happens in organoids or
PDXs, can be easily prevented in iPSCs expansion because their pluripotency is stabilized and
unvarying in a self-sustainment.27 Another traits is that iPSCs have a broad di�erentiation
potential (the ability to di�erentiate into any type of cells), which assist researchers in investigating
the e�ects of a certain cancerous genotype and a speci�c driver mutation (a mutation thought to
play a major role in the progression of cancer) in multiple cell types and developmental stages.27 If
cancerous genotype and a speci�c driver mutation are clearly understood across various cancer
types, scientists can then further examine topics regarding environmental requirements for
oncogene to activate its tumorigenic potential and pathways that these oncogenes operate by to
actualize their tumorigenic potential.27 In the development of drugs that work for many types of
cancer, iPSCs-derived models give clearer hints for the identi�cation of certain, repetitive
commonalities across multiple cancers.28

These models can also inspire further examination of how the origin cell became the place
where cancer developed.28 Speci�cally, how the healthy-functioning cells acquire cancer-related
mutations, which then initiates the rest of cancer progression.28 By providing an expandable
amount of uniformal cellular material, iPSCs are great for experiments and studies that are
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in-depth and mechanistic.28 Because iPSCs allow for cellular and molecular studies of phenotypes
that are more geared towards disease mechanisms, they help reduce the complications in
investigations of tumorigenesis, oncogenesis, and drug resistance.29 Because it is done on a large
number of cells, analysis of genome-wide molecules can provide explanation for the speci�c e�ects
of genetic mutations on phenotypes and how co-existing mutations cooperate to amplify
transformation.29 Other analysis alternatives include genetic, chemical, and many other
high-throughput screenings.29

Since iPSCs can easily form single-cell clones, they are highly suitable for genetic editing
through modern technology such as the CRISPR–Cas9 or other similar tools.29 Speci�c gene
mutations could be modi�ed so as to repair the cells, which enhances its original quality or bring
forth isogenic cell lines.30 CRISPR–Cas9 can target genes that need to be �xed through two main
methods.30 Moderated by nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ), one method is modi�cation of
genes through the insertions of indels that shifts the gene’s frame.30 Assisted by the donor’s DNA
template, the second method is using the homology-directed repair (HDR) to �x speci�c point
mutations.30 The �rst method is mainly for the mono-allelic inactivation of haplo-insu�cient genes
and bi-allelic inactivation of classical tumor-suppressor genes.31 The latter is mainly used for
pinpointing speci�c point mutations in the vast arrays of oncogenes.31 As discussed, the
CRISPR–Cas9 system is very powerful because it allows for modeling of not one but two main
categories of cancer-genes mutations.31 The CRISPR–Cas9 system can also be used to make
chromosomal deletions, inversions and translocations in the gene responsible for cancer.31 Finally,
CRISPR–Cas9 gene editing can also help scientists study the relationships between altered
gene-expression and the di�erent phenotypes at di�erent cell di�erentiation’s stages.32
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Figure 3: The model above shows the different potential uses of iPSCs in basic cancer
research.32 In number 1, iPSCs produced using tumor cells could be differentiated into the cancer cells
intended to study.32 Then, these cells could be treated with drugs over time and their resistance
mechanism can be closely studied.32 In number 2, both cancer-derived and isogenic iPSCs, produced
using one patient’s matched tissue or genome-editing of tumor-inducing genes, can be studied in
mechanistic studies and analyzed in genome-wide molecular analyses.32 In number 3, iPSCs
differentiate into different major or minor clones which represent the different cancer stages of a
single tumor.33 This differentiation that shows many stages of cancer can be chained together to study
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the whole molecular cancer progression and underlying mechanism that helps coexisting genetic
lesions amplify cancer development.33 In number 4, iPSCs that are preparing to be malignant are the
main source of investigation for the cancer-necessary periodic genetic events.33 In number 5, scientists
could examine the cancer’s cell of origin using the adult stem, progenitor, or other cells that the iPSCs
differentiated into.33 The notion of cancer stem cells, the idea that there is a smaller population of
self-renewing cells in a distinct epigenetic state that is the source of formation of the larger population
of normal homogeneous cancer cell population, could be further explored using tumor-derived
iPSCs.34

Complicated cancer genetics

Because iPSCs can record the entire cancer-cell genome without us understanding the
driving mechanism of how it does so, it can be used to explore genetic drivers in cancer that have
never been completely understood.34 The technology used to reprogram iPSC can capture and
further explore the genomes responsible for cancerous predisposed variants that have been singled
out through previous association studies.34 More importantly, induced pluripotent stem cells
provide a more e�cient way for modeling genotypes that are more complex and can’t be easily
replicated in organism models such as aneuploidy, chromosomal rearrangements, or cooperating
gene mutations.34 iPSC technology has been used by researchers to capture two patients' genomes
containing extensive loss of chromosome 7q, which are commonly found in myelodysplastic
syndrome (MDS) and spread out in many chromosomal fragments harboring thousands of genes.35

Because of their expansive property, the genomes are modeled in multiple di�erent chromosome
divisions.35 After that, the researchers used functional studies and a genetic rescue screen to
e�ciently circle the region where that chromosome is deleted and then speci�cally pinpoint the
genes responsible for thata deletion of the chromosome 7q in MDS.35 Availability of more iPSC
lines from diverse genetic backgrounds, single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), or whole-genome
sequencing data allows further research of genetic variation and tumorigenicity in a given oncogene
and how the genetic background and environmental in�uence cells in the malignance development
process.35

Drug development

iPSC cancer modeling greatly assists the translation from basic to clinical research by
identifying therapeutic targets, justifying preclinical e�cacy, developing safe studies, re�ning
compound screening, and �nding new or repurposed drugs.36 Compared to immortalized cell lines,
�broblasts or lymphoblastoid cells, cells produced from iPSC can be more useful for the
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high-throughput screening necessary for drug development.36 A particularly attractive use of iPSC
technology in drug development is toxicology testing, which helps to generate many
normal-functioning cells from iPSCs such as hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes and hematopoietic
cells.36 From here, organoids and organs-on-chips could be created from these cells, which if not for
this technology, would be originally harnessed from kidney, lung, intestine, liver or cholangiocytes
tissues.37 The doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity, a property observed in breast cancer patients,
could be modeled at a cellular level using the cardiomyocytes stemming from iPSCs.37 Such models
of speci�c drug-induced toxicities can aid the understanding of the genetic basis and molecular
mechanisms of these side e�ects.37 iPSC modeling gives scientists not only a high-level
understanding of the molecular disease mechanisms, but also a more useful, e�ective method of
drug discovery that outcompetes the old method of phenotype-based drug discovery.37 This old
method can be useful though when researchers look for targets that have never been previously
pinpointed or intent to discover drugs solely on the cellular phenotypes or other functional assays
(apoptosis, proliferation, activation of a given pathway).38 These functional assays or cellular
phenotypes that match with the patient’s response can be used as predictive data for future drug
response.38 For example, the iPSCs-derived neurons’ hyperexcitability phenotype, observed in cells
of patients who are diagnosed with bipolar disorder, was responsive to the lithium treatment,
which means that bipolar disorder patients’ response to the lithium treatment will be similar.38

Conclusion

As a new era of preclinical cancer research unfolds, disease models based on human and
patient-derived iPSCs are proving to be worthy of attention and potential as it could be used as the
primary discovery platform.38 Nowaday, basic cancer research and precision oncology that capitalize
on the derivation of iPSCs from cancer patients plays a signi�cant role in advancing the �eld of and
�ght against cancer because it opens up novel possibilities of experiments on humans that were
previously not possible.39 Models for most cancers can be developed using iPSCs and its relevant
technology that combines primary with immortalized cell lines by synergizing the primary cell
lines’ physiology with the immortalized cell lines’ experimentation compatibility.39 If stem cell
researchers, cancer researchers, translational scientists, bioengineers and drug developers
collaborate interdisciplinarily using all their di�erent professions, the full potential of iPSCs as a
potent tool for treatment of cancer, which is endlessly paramount, will be eventually harnessed.39

Development of new regenerative medicine treatments, more accurate cancer models, and
improved drugs were all made possible with the discovery of iPSCs and its correct application.39

Using patient-speci�c iPSCs to model diseases could signi�cantly help researchers to understand
and examine the basic yet underlying mechanisms found in the operation of both healthy and
diseased human cells.39 If scientists use the CRISPR/Cas9 system to modify the iPSCs’ genes, the
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multi-step tumorigenic process could be further explored and speci�c oncogenes could even be
pinpointed.40 For instance, the gene modi�cations that CRISPR/Cas9 can do, such as adding a
mutation, correcting a mutation, or removing a mutation, would provide opportunities for
researchers to study how those speci�c changes a�ect tumor development.40 However, speci�city of
cancer tissue should be carefully taken into consideration.40 As opposed to germline mutations
which pervades throughout the entire body, tumor development is often only present in speci�c
tissue or organ.40 Since iPSCs can be perpetually di�erentiated or regenerated, it can be used for
further investigation of the speci�c genetic mechanisms that drive or are relevant during this
process of speci�cation.40 Alternatively and additionally, using orthotopic xenograft for the
transplantation of patients-derived disease-relevant iPSCs into an established microenvironment
could result in the formation of new in vivo systems that helps in modeling diseases.40

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click Link
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“Superstar” Firms, SMEs & Inequality during the COVID-19
Pandemic

Benjamin Zhao, Stefan Elez, Aarush Gupta, and Shri Thakur, USA

Abstract

This paper examines the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs), especially as it pertains to the increasing dispersion of success between SMEs and large corporations such as

Facebook, Google, Apple, and Amazon. Theory suggests that an exogenous shock similar to the COVID-19

pandemic would disproportionately bene�t large, productive "superstar” �rms. We found that this hypothesis can be

veri�ed empirically when looking at business revenue, liquidity, and market capitalization. We outlined the

implications of this shock for long-term �rm performance. Through an in-depth analysis of the overall declining state

of SMEs in 2020, especially those in the technology and retail industries, we concluded that COVID-19 has

accelerated the dispersion of �rm success and has increased market concentration, contributing to rising inequality of

income and performance.

Introduction & Background Literature

Before the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, economists increasingly pointed to the rise of
"superstar” �rms to explain the rise in market concentration, the fall in the labor share of income, and
the dichotomy between productive �rms with highly paid workers and the less successful remainder of
the economy. In particular, Autor et al predicted that "product market concentration will rise as
industries become increasingly dominated by superstar �rms". The predominance of "superstar” �rms
has been tied to the increasing importance of intangible capital and the increasing returns-to-scale
nature of the Internet. Theoretically, a pandemic would increase this dispersion because larger �rms
have better product distribution and more liquidity to prevent funding crises. Larger companies are
also able to invest in the equipment necessary to maintain a safe work environment and are able to
better respond to a shifting business environment. In a survey of the macroeconomic data of the
COVID-19 recession, these theoretical observations were borne out, and two main points stood out to
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our team: the �nancial distress experienced by many SMEs and the e�ects of the digitization of
production and consumption on �rm performance.

2020 Macroeconomic Indicators

Figure 1A: US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Figure 2A: US Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Figure 3A: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Figure 4A: International Monetary Fund
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Firstly, the COVID-19 pandemic had a devastating impact on the growth and health of SMEs. These
companies comprise the vast majority of American businesses and "the loss of 3.3 million active
business owners (or 22 percent) was the largest drop on record."1 The drop in consumer demand for
nonessential commodities was especially damaging for small businesses disproportionately reliant on
the sale and goods and services which translate poorly, if at all, to a fully-remote economy. As a result,
by May of 2020, just 2 months after the onset of the pandemic, at least 100,000 (or 2%) of all SMEs
had closed permanently2. The same article by Fairlie lends insight into Current Population Survey data,
which shows that nearly 50% of small businesses reported "having a large negative e�ect from the
COVID-19 pandemic and that only 15-20 percent of businesses have enough cash on hand to cover 3
months of operations.''3 Thus, small businesses bore the brunt of the costs of the pandemic.
Another characteristic of business during COVID-19 was an increasing rate of digitization and
adaptation to new circumstances. According to a McKinsey study, �rms transferred their products to
online platforms at a rapid rate in which "the share of digital or digitally enabled products in their
portfolios has accelerated by a shocking seven years" for the duration of the pandemic.4 Due to a
general aversion to physical interaction during the pandemic, companies have made tremendous strides
in digitizing consumer-interaction, but the magnitude and overall nature of this digitization has varied
signi�cantly based on the size of the business. In essence, companies that were able to sooner adapt to
the selective pressures of the new pandemic-era business environment were better able to capture
market share and improve �nancial performance.

4 "How COVID-19 Has Pushed Companies over the Technology Tipping Point—and Transformed
Business Forever." McKinsey & Company. Last modi�ed October 5, 2020. Accessed March 10, 2021.

3 Fairlie, 4.

2 Bartik, Alexander W., Marianne Bertrand, Zoë B. Cullen, Edward L. Glaeser, Michael L. Luca, and
Christopher T. Stanton. "How Are Small Businesses Adjusting to COVID-19? Early Evidence from a
Survey." NBER. Last modi�ed April 2020. Accessed June 19, 2021.

1 Fairlie, Robert W. "The Impact of COVID-19 on Small Business Owners: The First Three Months
after Social-Distancing Restrictions." National Bureau of Economic Research, no. NBER Working
Paper No. 27462 (2020).
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Figure 1B: McKinsey & Company

The health of SMEs has been a broad indicator of the employment and livelihood of almost
half of American workers because "small business employees make up 47.1 percent of the total number
of US employees."5 Similar to how the growth of SMEs is tied to the expansion of America's middle
class, rising unemployment and falling wages are directly connected to higher rates of poverty and
inequality during the pandemic for both businesses owners and their workers. Indeed, as the pandemic
ravaged the United States throughout 2020, the poverty rate rose by the highest percentage in 60 years,
rising from 9.3% in June 2020 to 11.7% by the end of the year. This rise in poverty correlated with the
lapse of unemployment bene�ts and small business support under the CARES Act.6

6 Han, Jeehoon, Bruce D. Meyer, and James X. Sullivan. "Income and Poverty in the COVID-19
Pandemic." NBER. Last modi�ed December 15, 2020. Accessed June 19, 2021.

5 "Number of Small Business Employees in the US in 2020." Oberlo. Last modi�ed 2020. Accessed
March 10, 2021.
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Inequality and COVID-19’s E�ect on SMEs in the Retail Industry

The COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting subsequent lockdowns have had vastly di�erent
impacts on retail businesses of di�erent sizes and business models. While in-person retail SMEs have
collapsed, retail businesses that utilize an e-commerce based model have seen tremendous growth
during the pandemic, with total e-commerce pro�ts rising 27.6% throughout 2020. A McKinsey
analysis �nds that 70-80% of consumers now prefer digital options for retail transactions over
traditional methods due to safety concerns as well as speed and convenience.7

On the contrary, physical retailers such as Macy’s and Nordstrom, while already in decline
pre-pandemic, experienced an even greater decline in business activity during the pandemic. Around
12,000 physical corporate franchise stores closed in 2020, a signi�cant increase from the 9,300 in 2019
and 8,000 in 2017.8 The di�erence in the recovery rate of small and large retail businesses is re�ective of
the challenges of adapting to a technological business model rather than a physical one. Transitioning
to a primarily virtual business model requires a large amount of working capital necessary for creating
a functioning website, sourcing suppliers, as well as organizing delivery to consumers.

Figure 2B: eMarkets

8 Loeb, Walter. "More than 15,500 Stores Are Closing in 2020 so Far—A Number That Will Surely
Rise." Forbes. Last modi�ed July 6, 2020. Accessed March 13, 2021.

7 "These Eight Charts Show How COVID-19 Has Changed B2B Sales Forever." McKinsey &
Company. Last modi�ed October 14, 2020. Accessed March 10, 2021.
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For this reason, smaller retailers were largely unable to adapt to the rapid digitization brought
about by the pandemic, whereas larger companies like Amazon and Walmart not only survived, but
saw their sales surge amidst the pandemic. Walmart’s �nancial disclosure shows that its total number of
e-commerce sales increased by 79% in the fourth quarter of 2020 alone.9 Amazon also saw a 200% rise
in pro�ts during the COVID-19 pandemic.10 An analysis of business cash�ow by JP Morgan Chase
found that the median small business has just 27 days of cash in reserves, which is far fewer days than
the duration of early-pandemic lockdowns. Meanwhile, Harvard Business Review notes that US
non-�nancial corporations as a group had a total reserve of over $4 trillion dollars of cash in January of
2020.11 The greater liquidity enjoyed by larger corporations helps explain why they were able to survive
the initial contraction of economic activity in late March, and also why they were far more likely to
adapt, speci�cally in retail, to an e-commerce business model that grew their market share while most
SMEs declined.

Inequality and COVID-19’s E�ect on SMEs in the Technology Industry

During the ongoing pandemic, large technology companies have continued to grow. To take
one example, Figure 2C shows that Amazon experienced a 35% growth in its overall to-date revenu.
Companies such as Google and Facebook also have continued to see consistent revenue growth during
the pandemic.

11 Hawkins, Kristine W., and Mitchell Peterson. "Why Are Companies Sitting on So Much Cash?"
Harvard Business Review. Last modi�ed January 17, 2020.

10 Takefman, Bruce. "AMAZON Pro�ts Increased Nearly 200% since Start of COVID-19 Pandemic."
Research FDI. Last modi�ed January 6, 2021. Accessed March 14, 2021.

9 Melton, James. "Walmart's Ecommerce Sales Jump 79% in Fiscal Q3." Digital Commerce. Last
modi�ed November 17, 2020. Accessed March 14, 2021.
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Figure 1C: GlobalData

Figure 2C: Company �ling
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These signi�cant revenue increases can be attributed to the increased demand and usage of tech
platforms during COVID-19, with platforms such as YouTube seeing a 32% increase in advertisement
revenue due to increased viewership and cloud service providerAmazon Web Service (AWS) reporting a
29% increase in overall revenue.12

For “superstar” �rms, the pandemic has led to greater success and higher rates of growth.
Disparities between large companies and SMEs in technology and retail are re�ective of growing
inequalities that the COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated. The pandemic arti�cially accelerated
digitization and technological advancement in 2020, and thus the tremendous inequality that exists
between the development of small and large companies has grown.

The COVID-19 pandemic was an exogenous shock that accelerated long-term trends and
exacerbated inequality between “superstar” �rms and SMEs. Increasing returns-to-scale are relatively
more common on the internet than in the physical economy, and thus the forced digitization of the
economy in 2020 was an opportunity in which smaller �rms were unable to participate. The dispersion
between “superstar” �rms and SMEs is partly a product of secular trends such as globalization and the
importance of intangible capital, but COVID-19 has accelerated the general trend by devastating SMEs
that had poor liquidity and were unable to adapt to changing economic condition, a situation that
would likely continue for the foreseeable future. As technology development allows �rms to increase
productivity and more consumption takes place online, it becomes much more di�cult for smaller
�rms lacking investment capital to compete or even catch up. This contributes to wider inequality in
corporate outcomes which has downstream implications for income inequality.

While a full analysis of the costs and bene�ts of these developments are outside the scope of
this paper, there are policies which the Federal Reserve could undertake in order to promote general
business formation and therefore employment. These include sustaining low interest rates until the
average rate of in�ation has reached 2%, which would help reduce funding costs of these corporations
and thus support employment.

The collapse of SMEs in terms of declining business revenue and closures during the pandemic
has correlated to increased rates of poverty and a decreased quality of life for workers.13

In sum, the concerning trend of a dispersion of performance between SMEs and “superstar”
�rms, already present before the COVID-19 pandemic, became even more present throughout the
various stages of the pandemic, contributing to rising poverty rates for workers and increased economic
instability.

13 Han, 2020

12 Paul, Kari. "Big Tech Firms Add $163bn to Market Values despite Covid and Legal Scrutiny." The
Guardian. Last modi�ed October 29, 2020. Accessed March 10, 2021.
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Appendix A

2020 Macroeconomic Indicators

Figure 1A: Monthly Unemployment Rate from Jan. 2020 to Jan. 2021 (seasonally adjusted)
This bar graph from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics depicts a spike in unemployment in the

US in around April of 2020, with gradual decline in unemployment from April 2020 to January 2021.
Figure 2A: Number of Unemployed People by Reason of Unemployment Jan. 2020 to Jan. 2021

This graph from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics shows the same timeline of US
unemployment from January of 2020 to 2021. Except, this chart shows an alarming trend that a
growing percentage of unemployed people are permanent job losers from April 2020 to January 2021.
Figure 3A: Real GDP: Percent Change from Preceding Quarter

This graph from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis portrays an average growth rate in real
GDP of around 2-3% from Q1 of 2017 to Q4 of 2019. The economy is seen as experiencing its �rst
negative change in real GDP since 3 years ago in Q1 of 2017. In Q2 of 2020, the economy shows a
34.3% decline in GDP from Q1 while Q3 shows an increase of real GDP of 38.3% compared to Q2.
Figure 4A: The Gap Widens

This graph from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) projects that the Gini coe�cient, a
common macroeconomic indicator of inequality, will tremendously increase in years following the
pandemic.

Appendix B

Digitization and E-Commerce

Figure 1B: Company Digitization and Consumer Demand
Various metrics of this graphic from a McKinsey & Company analysis shows a tremendous

increase in digitization for an exceedingly small actual time compared to estimated time.
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Figure 2B: Top 10 E-Commerce Retailers in the US in 2020 by % Share
This graphic from eMarkets shows the top 10 e-commerce retailers in the US in 2020. Amazon

holds a considerably larger market share than any other company on the list with a market share of
38.7%.

Appendix C

Technology

Figure 1C: Top 25 Global Technology Companies by Market Cap as on 31 March 2020
This graphic from GlobalData shows the top 25 tech companies in the US in March 2020.

Despite the prominent shares of the top 25 tech companies in the US, all but two companies
experienced a negative growth rate compared to a year ago in 2019.
Figure 2C: Tech Giants Shrug o� COVID-19 Crisis

This chart shows that in 2020, Amazon experienced a year-to-date growth rate of 35%, Apple
experienced a year-to-date growth rate of 4%, Alphabet experienced a year-to-date growth rate of 13%,
Microsoft experienced a year-to-date growth rate of 13%, Facebook experienced a year-to-date growth
rate of 17%. These large corporations managed to make large gains for the duration of the pandemic,
despite the massive �nancial decline that many of the other parts of the market experienced.
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Exploring The Psychological Side of Slavery (1810-1860): Power
Dynamics & Self-Perception

Brandon Shintani, USA

Brandon Shintani is a high school student, passionate about psychology and wellness. In fact, he is the Sports and
Wellness editor for his school newspaper and leader of Mind-Design Sports, an organization providing content on the

mental game of sports.

John Adams said in 1810, “Slavery is a foul contagion in the human character.”1 The early
United States is often envisioned as the start of a search for a virtuous society and the beginning of a
prosperous economic, social, and political order. However, this virtuous nation based upon ideals of
liberty and natural equality was coupled with the dehumanizing institution of slavery.

Slavery, a practice where slave owners subjugated and controlled slaves (predominantly of
African descent), started in the 17th century and continued through the �rst half of the 19th century.
The economic, social, and political impacts of slavery on the enslaved have been extensively studied and
analyzed, but just as important is the psychological component, which has remained somewhat
unexplored within historical literature. The long-lasting practice of slavery was dehumanizing and tore
apart families as well as individual identities.2 The perpetuation of slavery in the South was rooted in
economics and politics, while psychology strengthened the practice as it delineated a power structure
between masters and slaves and de�ned the self-perception of individuals in both groups. With this in
mind, this paper will explore the psychological aspects of slavery in the 1810-1860 time period in the
Antebellum South, speci�cally examining the e�ects of physical and emotional abuse on slaves,

2 Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans: African-American History and Its Meanings,
1619 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).

1 John Adams, "From John Adams to Joseph Ward, 8 January 1810," Founders Online, last
modi�ed January 8, 1810, https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Adams/99-02-02-5495.
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separation of slaves from families, and the treatment of African Americans based on dominance,
paternalism, and stereotypes that were created and utilized by slaveowners to justify their actions.

The American Antebellum South between 1810-1860 was considered a slave society: a society
with slavery operating the atmosphere.3 Slavery was established because it was the most e�cient
economic choice of labor and it remained in place because economics and social status were dependent
on the oppression of black bondspeople.4 As one scholar puts it, "the South was not founded to create
slavery; slavery was recruited to perpetuate the South."5 By 1810, the third U.S. Census reported a total
population of 7.2 million citizens, including 1.4 million African Americans, of whom 1.2 million were
enslaved.6 To put that into perspective, out of the total African American population at the time,
about 86% were slaves.

On an economic level, the �nancial drive of slavery and the potential bene�ts that slave holders
could reap from lifelong bondspeople were incredibly attractive. This kept the demand for slaves high,
and despite the 1808 ban on the importation of slaves, supply for slaves continued to remain strong
through increased natural births among the enslaved and the movement of slaves from other states to
the South.7 Demand for slaves was particularly high on sugar, tobacco, and cotton plantations. Slaves
were so attractive in the South that many allegedly virtuous people owned slaves, includingThomas
Je�erson, who proclaimed that slavery was an evil that should be eradicated, portraying not only their

7 Matthew E. Mason, "Slavery Overshadowed: Congress Debates Prohibiting the Atlantic Slave
Trade to the United States, 1806-1807," Journal of the Early Republic 20, no. 1 (2000),
https://doi.org/10.2307/3124830

6 National Humanities Center Toolbox Library: Primary Resources in U.S. History &
Literature, “From Nationalism to Sectionalism in the United States”, 1815-1850, last modi�ed June
2002, http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/triumphnationalism/timeline.pdf.

5 Colin Woodard, American Nations: A History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North
America (New York, N.Y.: Penguin Books, 2012).

4 Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Honor and Violence in the Old South (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1986).

3 Ira Berlin, "Societies with Slaves vs. Slave Societies," The Gilder Lehrman Institute of
American History,
https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-resources/videos/societies-slaves-vs-slave-societies.
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hypocrisy but also the complexity of the situation they faced living in a slave society where the practice
was the norm.8

Southerners, while living in a country where “all men are created equal,” fully embraced and
defended slavery because they were instilled with generations of slaveholding experience as well as the
belief that the white man was born to dominate the black man.9 Religion also had a large impact on
people’s behavior and beliefs. The United States population was predominantly Christian, and the
Bible, especially the Old Testament, was utilized to defend slavery as morally permissible.10 This was
less so during the 18th century, but as calls for abolition began to grow throughout the country, it
became advantageous for supporters of slavery to use the Bible to morally justify the practice. Simply
put, the motivation and self-interest of southerners provided the foundation for slavery’s existence in
the South.

The treatment of slaves by slave owners was dehumanizing and unquestioned to a large extent.
Slaves su�ered physical trauma such as hard labor, physical beatings, and lack of su�cient food.
Furthermore, slaves su�ered psychological trauma from the fear and terror exerted by abusive masters.
For example, slaves were required to be cheerful and submissive at all times so that they could avoid
negative consequences such as beatings.11 Even non-abusive slave owners generally required slaves to
maintain a positive and submissive demeanor rather than showing their true feelings, making slaves

11 Solomon Northup. 2013. 12 Years a Slave. Collins Classics. London, England: William
Collins.

10 Dan Shepard, "Teaching about American slavery and its connections to Christianity and the
Bible," last modi�ed August 2, 2019,
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/SSRP-04-2019-0021/full/html.

9 Lacy Ford, "Recon�guring the Old South: 'Solving' the Problem of Slavery, 1787-1838," The
Journal of American History 95, no. 1 (2008), https://doi.org/10.2307/25095466.

8 "Je�erson's Attitudes Toward Slavery," Monticello,
https://www.monticello.org/thomas-je�erson/je�erson-slavery/je�erson-s-attitudes-toward-slavery/.
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obedient and complacent in attitude.12 Thus, in order to increase chances of survival, slaves were
diminished of their own sense of self. The repression of any feelings of anger or hatred around their
master led to post-traumatic stress syndrome in some slaves.13

All slaves su�ered from a lack of rights - rights to education, property, and wealth. A slave’s
family could even be taken away from them. Families were separated due to sale, escape, murder by a
slaveholder, and even suicide. Slave owners also separated slaves within the plantation itself. For
instance, by segregating "�eld slaves" from "house servants," removing children from parents to live
together with a slave caretaker, or bringing children fathered by the slaveholder to live in the "Big
House."14 Psychological separation in the form of neglect was common as well; slaves such as Sojourner
Truth were required to attend to the master’s children and this prevented her from the ability to
interact with her own children.15 With slave couples and families frequently being separated from one
another physically and psychologically, slave families were destroyed, spurring isolation and grief
among slaves.16 Lewis Clarke was one such individual, enslaved for 25 years, who recalled that "I never
knew a whole family to live together, till all were grown up, in my life." In addition, Frederick Douglass

16 Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans: African-American History and Its Meanings,
1619 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Jason T. Sharples, "Slavery and Fear,"
last modi�ed November 29, 2018,
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199730414/obo-9780199730414-0
308.xml.

15Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans: African-American History and Its Meanings,
1619 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).

14 "The Enslaved Family," last modi�ed March 2007,
http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/maai/community/text1/text1read.htm.

13Jason T. Sharples, "Slavery and Fear," last modi�ed November 29, 2018,
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199730414/obo-9780199730414-0
308.xml

12 Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans: African-American History and Its Meanings,
1619 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Jason T. Sharples, "Slavery and Fear,"
last modi�ed November 29, 2018,
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199730414/obo-9780199730414-0
308.xml.
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was a prominent abolitionist who frequently wrote about his experiences as a slave. In his
autobiography, he illustrates the separation of slave children from their mothers at a very young age:

Frequently, before the child has reached its twelfth month, its mother is taken from it, and
hired out on some farm a considerable distance o�, and the child is placed under the care of an
old woman, too old for �eld labor. For what this separation is done, I do not know, unless it is
to hinder the development of the child’s a�ection toward its mother, and to blunt and destroy
the natural a�ection of the mother for the child. This is the inevitable result.17

It is important, however, to note that writers such as Douglass also spoke of the persistence of
African-American families despite such grave narratives. Slave owners also promoted competition
amongst the slaves which furthered feelings of isolation and led to many of them accepting their
condition.18 Furthermore, slavery created emotional chaos in some slaveowners’ families as well. It was
common for slave owners to commit adultery with their female slaves and this caused emotional pain
for their wives and tension in their marriages.19 Wives would then displace their frustrations with their
husbands on the slave women who commanded the husband’s attention, further creating su�ering for
the female slaves.20 Among academic psychologists, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs identi�es the human
need for love and belongingness once the necessities of food and shelter are met. Slavery can therefore
be considered a cultural trauma that resulted in a disruption to social life and a loss of identity, most
notably among slaves but also among slave owners in some cases.21

21 Ron Eyerman, Cultural Trauma: Slavery and the Formation of African American Identity
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).

20 Solomon Northup. 2013. 12 Years a Slave. Collins Classics. London, England: William
Collins.

19 Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans: African-American History and Its Meanings,
1619 to the Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Jason T. Sharples, "Slavery and Fear,"
last modi�ed November 29, 2018,
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199730414/obo-9780199730414-0
308.xml.

18 Robert Paul Thomas and Richard Nelson Bean, "The Fishers of Men: The Pro�ts of the
Slave Trade," The Journal of Economic History 34, no. 4 (1974), http://www.jstor.org/stable/2116614.

17 Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, dover thrift edition. ed.
(New York: Dover Publications, 2018).
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Slave owners took a dominant and paternalistic viewpoint which lent itself to uneven power
dynamics between the slave and slave owner especially during the Antebellum period. Dominance is
described as power and in�uence over others, especially in a social hierarchy, and slave owners possessed
this authority to enforce their dominance through physical beatings and emotional abuse. On the
other hand, slaves were at the bottom of the social class and were taught by slave owners to view
themselves as inferior. Masters treated their slaves as animals that did not deserve the same rights as
humans.22 Fredrick Douglass displayed the dehumanization of slaves in depth when he described how
slaves were fed. He stated that

[food] was put into a large wooden tray or trough, and set down upon the ground. The
children were then called, like so many pigs, and like so many pigs they would come and devour
the mush; some with oyster-shells, others with pieces of shingle, some with naked hands, and
none with spoons. He that ate fastest got most; he that was strongest secured the best place;
and few left the trough satis�ed.23

Due to the slave owners’ belief that slaves were mere animals, slave owners treated their slaves in ways
psychologically dominant such as not providing slaves with utensils and feeding them the smallest
amount possible to sustain their labor. Subsequently, how they fed slaves reinforced their view of slaves
as less than human and may have contributed to slaves’ own perception of themselves as second-class
individuals. Orlando Patterson, a historical and cultural sociologist, identi�es the “social death” that
slaves experienced as they were not accepted as fully human.24 As a result, slave owners maintained both
physical and psychological dominance. This made it easy to keep slaves in positions where they were
controlled as property.

In conjunction with dominance, paternalism was utilized to justify slavery. Paternalism is the
tendency to restrict the freedom and responsibilities of one’s subordinates for the subordinates'
supposed best interests. Slave owners thought of themselves as the father of a collective family,
guarding and providing for their slaves. They attempted to justify their cruel behavior by asserting that

24 Michael Fellman, The International History Review 6, no. 2 (1984): 328-30. Accessed May 8,
2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40105388.

23 Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, dover thrift edition. ed.
(New York: Dover Publications, 2018).

22 Robert B. Denhardt, "Images of Death and Slavery in Organizational Life," last modi�ed
September 1, 1987, https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/014920638701300309.
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even though they were making their slaves work in these uncomfortable conditions, they were
providing food, water, and shelter.25 Slave owners argued that they were providing for slaves just like a
father would for his child. They even went as far as to use “the white man’s burden” quote from
Rudyard Kipling describing the alleged duty of white peoples to manage the a�airs of the “less
developed” nonwhites.26 Prominent Southern politicians like John Calhoun supported the
paternalistic view of slavery and even identi�ed it as a good solution to the problems of race and labor
in a republican society.27

Although other rebellions occurred throughout history, slaves found that regardless of
attempted revolts, they were helpless against the aversive institution of slavery. One of the largest and
bloodiest revolts was Nat Turner’s Rebellion which occurred in 1831. Spurred by black citizens and
slaves, the results of the rebellion only exacerbated the pain for African Americans in the United States.
After Nat Turner’s revolt, the culture of violence continued as slaves were persecuted, and this
eventually resulted in the death of about 200 African-Americans and slaves, some of whom had
nothing to do with the revolt.28 An additional example of when slaves attempted to revolt against
slavery was the German Coast Rebellion, one of the largest uprisings by slaves in United States history,
which had violent, brutal consequences.29 These examples invoke the psychological term “learned
helplessness,” which is often attached to slavery and other harsh forms of servitude. When a person is
prevented from avoiding an aversive stimulus repeatedly, the person will reach a state of passivity and
depression because he/she believes that there are no possible actions to avoid the situation.

29 Glenn R. Conrad, The German Coast: Abstracts of the civil records of St. Charles and St. John
the Baptist parishes, 1804-1812, 1981.

28 Kenneth S. Greenberg, Nat Turner: A Slave Rebellion in History and Memory (Oxford, NY:
Oxford University Press, 2004).

27 Lacy K. Ford, Jr., "Recon�guring the Old South: 'Solving' the Problem of Slavery,
1787-1838," https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/hist_facpub/56/.

26 Rudyard Kipling, "The White Man's Burden: The United States & The Philippine Islands,
1899," http://historymatters.gmu.edu/, last modi�ed 1899, http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5478/.

25 Zeynep Aycan, Indigenous and Cultural Psychology, ed. Uichol Kim, Kuo-Shu Yang, and
Kwang-Kuo Hwang, International and Cultural Psychology (Springer US, 2006),
https://doi.org/10.1007/0-387-28662-4.
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The inability of slaves to change their condition only exacerbated the negative concepts and
stereotypes of African-Americans that had been created.30 As noted, slaves were conceptualized either
as children requiring guidance or as animals existing to perform manual labor for their owners. In the
context of slavery, most slave owners stereotyped all black people in negative terms, making blanket
statements that did not allow for individual variation in intelligence or personality. Even in the North
where slavery was the exception, the majority of Americans accepted these labels of African-Americans
as inferior, second-class citizens who were only deserving of menial, low-paying jobs.31 The abolitionist
movement did gain momentum in northern states after its start in 183032, and abolitionist leaders such
as John Brown noted the “despotic outrage [caused] by the dark spirit of slavery” and felt that violence
was necessary to end American slavery.33 However, attempts to change the material conditions of the
slave themselves were mostly in vain. Thirty years later, in 1860, the sixth U.S. census reported a total
population of 31 million, which included 4.5 million African-Americans, of whom 4 million, or 89%
were enslaved.34

The impacts of slavery were widespread and also a�ected free blacks. After Turner's revolt,
states passed laws that restricted free blacks' rights. More directly, the Constitution did not
acknowledge African Americans’ rights, which was especially evident in Dred Scott v. Sanford. The
Supreme Court ruled in this contentious case that Dred Scott (an enslaved African-American) was
neither a US citizen nor a Missouri resident; that Scott's residency in free territory did not make him

34 “From Nationalism to Sectionalism in the United States," National Humanities Center
Toolbox Library: Primary Resources in U.S. History & Literature, last modi�ed June 2002,
http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/triumphnationalism/timeline.pdf.

33 John Brown, Jr., "For Frederick Douglass' Paper. LETTER FROM KANSAS," in Boyd B.
Stutler Collection, West Virginia State Archives,
http://www.wvculture.org/history/jbexhibit/bbsms04-0081.html.

32 "Abolition and the Abolitionists," National Geographic,
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/abolition-and-abolitionists/.

31 Mary Beth Norton et al., A People and a Nation: A History of the United States: To 1877, 7th
ed. (Boston: Houghton Mi�in Company., 2005).

30 “Negative Racial Stereotypes and Their E�ect on Attitudes Toward African-Americans," Jim
Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia,
https://www.ferris.edu/htmls/news/jimcrow/links/essays/vcu.htm.
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free; and that Congress had no authority to prohibit slavery in the territories. In northern black
communities, rage and despair prevailed. The ruling seemed to shut the door permanently on
African-Americans’ hopes for justice and served to con�rm northern fear of aggressive slave power.
Essentially, African-Americans were "free" in name but were not allowed to exercise their natural rights.
For example, African-Americans could not participate in social and political events by virtue of their
low social status.35

Understanding the psychological rami�cations of American slavery is essential for a complete
picture of its e�ects on slaves and for understanding how slavery survived for so long, especially in the
Antebellum South. The Antebellum South region in the 1810-1860 period encompassed speci�c
viewpoints and behaviors among slaves, slave owners, and outsiders that contributed to the
longstanding practice of slavery. The complex slave system must be analyzed with an internal,
psychological viewpoint in addition to the economic, political, and social factors to understand it on a
complete scale. The use of physical and emotional abuse, separation of slaves, domination, and
paternalism led to the dehumanization of slaves and the loss of their individual identities. It also had a
negative social and psychological e�ect on slave owners and their families in some cases. The negative
concepts and stereotypes of African Americans that were created to justify the domination over them
prevailed because it allowed slavery to continue as attempts to challenge slavery were mostly futile. The
United States, claiming to be a virtuous nation with virtuous leaders, was faced with contradiction in
regards to slavery, ultimately contributing to the onset of the Civil War.
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Should countries begin to adopt a fully unilateral free trade
approach in their trade policies?

Sumayya Manji, United Kingdom

rump’s 2016 campaign to “make
America great again”, and his
recent 2020 reelection campaign to
“keep America great” were fuelled
by his desire to redeem

protectionism. After centuries of bartering for
mutually bene�cial free trade agreements, the
US president repudiated and reversed all of this
hard work, substantiating his positions with a
theory that many economists do not value as
having economic promise. This theory -
protectionism, argues that it should be di�cult
for foreign countries to sell their products in
your country, leading to higher tari�s (also
known as an import tax), as well as an increase
in non-tari� barriers, such as discriminatory
regulations, quotas, customs delays and
subsidies. These imported goods are sold at a
higher price than domestically produced
products in supermarkets, allowing domestic
producers to receive fair pro�ts. Trump has
begun to adopt this ideology, like in 2019,
when he imposed a 25% tari� on $325 billion
of Chinese products.

Unilateral free trade is when a country lowers
its tari� and non-tari� barriers for imported
products regardless of whether other countries
will do the same. These goods are sold at a
lower price, so consumers buy them in higher
quantities, maximising pro�ts and boosting the
economy. Unilateral free trade may be risky to
introduce, but many economists would argue
that the economic advantages of lowering these
tari�s and non-tari� barriers are so great as to
dwarf the risks. This is also in-line with Adam
Smith’s argument of the ‘invisible hand’, in
which production and trade in a free market,
without extreme governmental intervention,

would allow an economy to reach its full
production capacity.

Protectionism is a modernised form of
Mercantilism, which was an ideology that
gained popularity in the 16th and 18th
centuries as a way of maximising a country’s
stocks in gold - the “only true measure of a
country’s wealth and success”. By increasing
net exports whilst limiting net imports, a
country achieves near ‘independence’ from
overseas in�uence, and can more easily control
their balance of payments de�cit.
Protectionism also helps to protect
small-medium enterprises (SMEs), and infant
industries from ‘predatory’ behaviour by
transnational corporations. Few economists
have truly supported protectionism as the main
approach for a country’s trade policy.
Economists such as Paul Krugman, Avinash
Dixit and Gene Grossman, have argued that
protectionism may have its bene�ts, but
strongly advocate for free trade as the main
method of trade. This explains why the
majority of countries today retain a mixture of
both protectionist and bilateral or multilateral
free trade approaches.

For example, introducing total unilateral free
trade in the UK, may cause certain domestic
workers to become redundant. However, the
economic boost from introducing this
approach would allow countries to invest in
their own pro�table sectors, in turn, creating
newer jobs. For the UK, it would be reasonable
to invest a proportion of these pro�ts into the
�nancial, banking and insurance
related sector. In 2018, the banking sector
alone was valued at $14.2 trillion, but in 2008,
this value was at $19.8 trillion; this highlights
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the sector’s potential pro�tability, but also the
quick rebound time after a �nancial recession,
in this case, the Great Recession of 2008.
Finance, as a sector, ensures many new jobs
with high-paying salaries, which is exactly what
this country needs to battle the ever-increasing
levels of hidden unemployment.

Likewise, if a developing country embraces
unilateral free trade, there would be growing
numbers of imported technological or
innovative products that could be useful for
the public, such as a
new form of mechanisation or mobile phones.
These innovations would generally be invented
in developed countries with a large population,
strong investment and educated workers.
Trading those products could save time, money
and resources for developing countries.
Furthermore, UNESCO’s study surrounding
the use of mobile phones in improving literacy
levels in developing countries revealed that
one-third of the people read stories to children
from their mobile phones, and many “neo- and
semi-literate” individuals had advanced their
reading abilities through similar
technology-centred routes. Better education
results in higher-paying jobs and more research
and development in the future, ultimately
boosting the national economy.

Nevertheless, a protectionist would argue that
tari�s are useful ‘bargaining chips’ in trade
agreements, like when one country will only
lower their tari� and non-tari� barriers if the
other countries in the deal do the same.
Although once this negotiation reaches a
certain stage, there is a great deal of
bureaucracy and uncertainty, leading to a trade
war - essentially a trade ‘deadlock’. Free trade
abolishes all risks of trade wars, reducing the
risk of in�ation, signi�cantly increasing
international trade and eliminating most
threats of a political dispute. However, with
bilateral and multilateral free trade, there are
still levels of delay when settling on an
agreement. With unilateral free trade, deals
with other countries will ultimately be the

same - no tari�s.

Lastly, it must be highlighted how increased
trade, especially unilateral, can lead to negative
environmental impacts. With consumer prices
dropping, the demand for most normal goods
increase, but many of these products are
packaged in disposable plastic that are disposed
of in land�lls. Surface runo� from these
land�lls can pollute nearby water supplies with
toxic chemicals, costing money for cleaning and
�ltering. Likewise, growing levels of ‘fast
fashion’ are a major cause of global warming,
with 1.2 billion tons of greenhouse gas
emissions being released annually from textiles
production - more than international �ights
and maritime shopping trips combined. Rising
sea levels from this can increase risks of
�ooding and extreme weather, destroying
economic output from agriculture, �sheries,
forestry as well as tourism. To reduce the harm
to the environment caused by unilateral free
trade, governments and �rms would need to
instigate measures, such as renewable energy,
electric vehicles and possibly a worldwide
carbon tax.

Unilateral free trade is often not vouched for in
politics, because it is a monumental change - a
necessary change. Yes, there is a high possibility
that other countries will not reciprocate by
lowering their tari� and non-tari� barriers for
your country’s exports, but the monetary
bene�t of cheaper imported goods, and
signi�cantly less bureaucracy would outweigh
these risks. With the economic deterioration
from this pandemic-induced recession, and the
decreasing rates of trade de�cits, fully
unilateral free trade is the only solution to
rapidly increase trade de�cits, stimulating
all-important economic growth. And, with
economic growth, comes political,
environmental and social change.
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Abstract

White fragility can detrimentally impact the ways race and racism are addressed in the education
system or, in some cases, discourage the discussion altogether. The term white fragility refers to a state in
which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive
moves. This study focused on the prevalence of white fragility among educators at three Mid-Michigan
K-12 schools and their perceived self-e�cacy of implementing racialized pedagogy. Over a �ve-month
period, a Google Form survey composed of scale-based questions relating to white fragility and racialized
teaching self-e�cacy was used to conduct this research. The amount of fragility displayed by teachers
under the subcategory of "Colorblind Individualism" was signi�cantly higher than the amount shown
through the "Racial Discomfort" category. In addition, teachers believed they were signi�cantly more
capable of implementing culturally responsive pedagogy than anti-racist pedagogy.

Furthermore, the di�erence in fragility and self-e�cacy displayed by male and female teachers and

teachers with 1-4 versus 20+ years of experience was not large enough to be statistically signi�cant. Since

the amount of published research on white fragility and its relation to education is minimal, the results

collected in this study will help social scientists better understand the prevalence of white fragility among

Mid-Michigan educators. Speci�cally, which facets of white fragility are most frequently displayed.

Introduction

In recent years, members of the social science community have thoroughly labelled and
explicated white fragility's six primary psychological factors. These factors include "Segregation,"
"Individualism," "Racial Comfort," "Racial Arrogance," "Psychic Freedom," and "Racial Belonging"
(1). However, few studies have investigated to what degree these factors are exhibited in schools and
teachers. Due to the complexity of teaching in relation to power and cultural authority, it is
essential to understand and strengthen what social frailties teachers may have regarding race before
implementing any racialized pedagogy (2). A lack of this racial understanding and humility creates
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a perpetual imbalance of power in the United States. It can be hypothesized that this imbalance
results in the existence of white fragility in the American education system.

To test this hypothesis, a survey study with gender and years of teaching experience as
independent variables was conducted to investigate the prevalence of white fragility among
Mid-Michigan K-12 teachers and their perceived self-e�cacy in engaging in racialized teaching
practices. This study aimed to determine if Mid-Michigan K-12 teachers commonly displayed
white fragility and if they feel they can implement racialized pedagogy. The overall objective of this
study was to raise awareness of white fragility and its emotional impact on people of color among
mostly white school employees, as well as to examine the feasibility of integrating racialized
pedagogy. Enacting pedagogy like this would provide students in the Mid-Michigan education
system the opportunity to engage in studies that acknowledge both the unique racial identity of
each student and the social and institutional inequalities of the nation.

For my research, I hypothesized that white fragility would exist among teachers at the three
Mid-Michigan K-12 school districts who participated in my survey. White fragility, as statistically
de�ned for this research, is when ≥20% of a school district's responses were answered with a scale
rating of 3 ("Neither Agree nor Disagree"), 4 ("Agree") or 5 ("Strongly Agree"). While the
proportion of 0.2 was fundamentally arbitrary, it was chosen because of the phrasing of each white
fragility question. For this survey, each hypothetical statement was a de�nitive display of white
fragility within a certain ideological category. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that if teachers
agree, or rather, do not disagree, they are inadvertently displaying their own white fragility with at
least 20% of these statements.

It was also hypothesized that the majority of teachers would express a positively perceived
self-e�cacy. Regarding the independent variables, the hypothesis was that male teachers would
exhibit more fragility than female teachers. Teachers with more years of experience would exhibit
more fragility but a higher perceived self-e�cacy than teachers with fewer years of experience.
Lastly, it was hypothesized that, for the white fragility section, teachers would display more fragility
through "Colorblind Individualism" than "Racial Discomfort." For the self-e�cacy section, more
teachers would believe they are more capable of implementing culturally responsive pedagogy than
anti-racist pedagogy. Investigating the data and its variance among the white fragility and
self-e�cacy categories provided insight into what speci�c facets of fragility Mid-Michigan teachers
displayed the most and what implications this may have for the professional development at these
institutions in the future.
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Materials and Methods

This research was a cross-sectional study on the potential prevalence of ideological traces of
white fragility among Mid-Michigan K-12 teachers and their variance by gender and years of
teaching experience. To conduct this research, a Google Form survey composed of scale-based
questions (acquired from critical quantitative research by Ryan T. Knowles and Andrea M.
Hawkman) relating to white fragility and racialized teaching self-e�cacy, was administered to three
school districts' teachers. In the survey, the white fragility questions included a statement
exemplifying one of the white fragility factors, followed by a scale of 1-5 (Strongly
Disagree-Strongly Agree). Participants marked the level of agreement they felt with the statement.
The questions relating to teachers' perceived self-e�cacy of implementing racialized pedagogy
presented a teaching practice. Then they asked participants to indicate on a 1-5 scale (Very Not
Con�dent-Very Con�dent) how con�dent they were in their ability to engage in the practice. In
total, there were 28 questions, and the survey took no longer than ten minutes to complete. The
survey also asked each participant to state their gender and years of teaching experience to uncover
possible relationships between these variables and their scores. Participants' scores consisted of each
question's scale rating score, the averages of scores within the white fragility and self-e�cacy
categories, and the total average scores for the white fragility and self-e�cacy sections.

To uncover whether the data displayed white fragility, I began by de�ning white fragility in

statistical terms. As previously mentioned, white fragility was de�ned as when ≥20% of a school

district's responses had been answered with a scale rating of 3, 4, or 5. The ratings of 3, 4, and 5 are

used as a baseline because every survey question in the white fragility section posed a theoretical

statement that displayed white fragility, so to answer with a 3 ("Neither Agree nor Disagree''), 4

("Agree") or 5 ("Strongly Agree") would indicate a participant's white fragility. This is because they

chose not to refute the given assertion of defensive fragility. A 1-Proportion Z-Test was used to

compare the observed proportion of questions answered with a 3, 4, or 5 to the hypothetical

proportion of 20% (0.2). This test was run for a combined proportion of all three school districts.

In order to determine whether there was a signi�cant di�erence in the frequency of fragility

shown between men and women, and 1-4 years of experience and 20+ years, a Two-Sample T-Test

was applied to compare the means of both sample sets. A Two-Sample T-Test was also used when

comparing the perceived self-e�cacy means of both men and women, and 1-4 years of experience

and 20+ years. This test was run once and combined the scores of all three school districts with 26

men and 94 women.
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Finally, I explored the statistical di�erences between the white fragility and racialized

pedagogy categories. This was started by using a 2-Proportion Z-Test to compare the white fragility

data falling within the "Racial Discomfort" and "Colorblind Individualism" classi�cations. The

"Racial Discomfort" category included data from the "Segregation," "Racial Arrogance," and

"Racial Belonging" subcategories which were composed of questions relating to aspects of race and

racism in contemporary society (4). The "Colorblind Individualism" category included data from

the "Universalism/Individualism," "Racial Comfort," and "Psychic Freedom" subcategories which

were composed of questions related to diminishing the notion that race plays a fundamental role in

an individual's identity and success in life (4). The values being compared were the proportions of

questions answered with a 3, 4, or 5 amongst all genders and years of teaching experience. This

process was repeated to investigate whether teachers believe they are more capable of implementing

anti-racist or culturally responsive pedagogy. For this test, the proportion of questions answered

with a 4 ("Con�dent'') or 5 ("Very Con�dent") amongst all genders and years of teaching

experience were compared. Both of these tests combined data from all three school districts.

Results

A Google Form survey with scale-based questions relating to white fragility and racialized

teaching self-e�cacy was administered to teachers from three Mid-Michigan school districts to

investigate the potential prevalence of ideological traces of white fragility among teachers and their

variation by gender and years of teaching experience. In total, 120 responses from the three school

districts were collected, and among them, 26 were from male teachers and 94 were from female

teachers. Before running my statistical analyses, I hypothesized that all three schools combined

would exhibit white fragility. To investigate this, a comparison was drawn between the cumulative

proportion of "fragile" responses from all three schools and the hypothesized proportion of 20%

(0.2) using a 1-Proportion Z-test. With a total proportion of 295/1568, it was concluded that,

statistically, the surveyed teachers' response data displayed traces of white fragility. Speci�cally, at

p=0.05 and correspondingly z=-1.645, the data resulted in a z-value of -1.17. Since -1.17>-1.645, I

failed to reject the null hypothesis that ≥20% of a school district's responses were answered with a

scale rating of 3, 4, or 5 - indicating a display of white fragility among teachers.
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After concluding that white fragility was present in the three schools, testing was

conducted to determine whether male teachers had an equivalent mean fragility score to that of

female teachers. Similarly between teachers with 1-4 years of teaching experience and teachers with

20+ years. Using 2-Sample T-tests, the mean fragility scores of 26 male teachers were compared to

94 female teachers and 24 teachers with 1-4 years of experience to 29 teachers with 20+ years of

experience (combining the data from all three school districts). For the test comparing male and

female teachers, an alpha value of 0.05 was used at 118 degrees of freedom for a hypothesized

t-value of 1.98. With a calculated t-value of 0.62, it was gathered that since 0.62<1.98, the null

hypothesis could not be rejected, and it could not be concluded that male teachers displayed more

fragility than female teachers.

Similarly, when comparing teachers with 1-4 and 20+ years of experience, an alpha value of

0.05 was used at 51 degrees of freedom for a hypothesized t-value of 2.01. With a calculated t-value

of 1.82, it was gathered that since 1.82<2.01, the null hypothesis could not be rejected, and it could

not be concluded that teachers with 20+ years of experience displayed more fragility than teachers

with 1-4 years of experience (Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Total White Fragility mean scores for all schools       Figure 2. Total Self-Efficacy mean scores for all schools

After comparing the fragility of di�erent teachers, questioning shifted towards whether
more fragility was associated with "Racial Discomfort" or "Colorblind Individualism"- the two
subcategories formed from Robin DiAngelo's six original white fragility factors (4). Using a
2-Proportion Z-test with an alpha value of 0.05 and a corresponding z-score of 1.96, the
proportion of questions answered with a 3, 4, or 5 for each subcategory of fragility were compared.
With a calculated z-score of 2.397, the null hypothesis was rejected since 2.397>1.96, and it was
concluded that more fragility was displayed through "Colorblind Individualism" than "Racial
Discomfort" (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Total White Fragility categorical mean scores                Figure 4. Total Self-Efficacy categorical means scores

The perceived self-e�cacy hypothesis test was similarly inconclusive. To analyze whether

teachers with more or less experience have a higher perceived self-e�cacy of implementing

racialized pedagogy, a 2-Sample T-test was conducted to compare the mean scores of teachers with
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1-4 years of expertise to teachers with 20+ years. With a p-value of 0.05 and degree of freedom at

48, the calculated t-value of 0.17 was less than the hypothesized t-value of 2.01, indicating no

signi�cant di�erence in teachers' perceived self-e�cacy with more or less teaching experience.

Lastly, I sought to investigate whether teachers believe they can perform culturally

responsive or anti-racist pedagogy. Applying a 2-Proportion Z-test with an alpha value of 0.05 and

corresponding z-value of 1.96, it was observed that signi�cantly more teachers felt they could

implement culturally responsive pedagogy over anti-racist pedagogy since my calculated z-value of

8.09>>1.96 (Figure 4).

Discussion

In contrast to the original hypotheses, the data collected during this study yielded

inconclusive results about the speci�c di�erences, if any, in the level of fragility and perceived

self-e�cacy between male and female teachers and their years of experience. However, the amount

of fragility displayed through each of the six primary psychological factors was signi�cantly

di�erent (Figure 3). In concurrence with the hypothesis, the proportion of questions answered

with a 3, 4, or 5 in the "Colorblind Individualism" category was higher than in the "Racial

Discomfort" category. This di�erence can be attributed to the inconspicuousness and seeming

harmlessness of colorblind individuality. Individualism is the interpretation of reality in which

people- primarily white people due to their position of social centrality- insist on seeing themselves

as individuals, distant from social groups such as race, gender, and class (3). These individualistic

ideologies are common in primarily white environments. White people have not been su�ciently

made aware of the complexity of racism, and because it bene�ts white dominance not to do so,

white people tend to have a minimal understanding of the role of unconscious factors of fragility

like colorblind individualism (3).

With a z-value of 8.09, it was observed that, as a whole, teachers who participated in the

study felt signi�cantly more capable of implementing culturally responsive pedagogy as opposed to

anti-racist pedagogy. A higher number of responses favoring culturally responsive pedagogy

suggests that teachers in these three Mid-Michigan schools feel more comfortable emphasizing that

all students can succeed than actively rejecting all manifestations of white supremacy (4). This
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conclusion agrees with past research that suggests colorblind ideologies are common in the �eld of

education. Furthermore, viewing prejudice as an individualistic paradigm promotes colorblind

rhetoric by framing racism as an individual problem. Teaching this to a K-12 audience may falsely

label prejudice as a reversible personal problem instead of a consequence of living in a systemically

racist society (2).

The limitations of this research included sample size, sample diversity, and personal beliefs.

The sample size was limited to the number of teachers at the three participating Mid-Michigan

school districts and the proportion of which completed the survey. Over the �ve-month data

collection period, more than 50 schools were contacted with the proposal for participating in the

research survey. However, in the end, only three schools were willing and able to participate. This

lack of involvement was predominantly due to the barriers established by the Covid-19 pandemic,

most notably, the stress being put on education systems and their administrators across the state.

Additionally, the disproportionate number of male and female teachers could have caused

an inaccurate representation of their gender identity. The diversity of the sample was intentionally

limited by race. The analysis of the data was primarily applied to the results of white teachers at the

three school districts because this study focused on investigating the white fragility of teachers

instead of overall racial fragility. Finally, participants' personal experiences and beliefs were

considered to be confounding variables. However, the survey collection and analysis methods

remained consistent to prevent additional confounding variables from skewing the results.

Future research studies could focus more on teachers' perceived self-e�cacy of integrating

speci�c topics into a curriculum or practices in the classroom either generally (K-12) or for

individual departments in middle and high schools. Inversely, these studies could highlight

students' responses to white fragility situations or their comfort level with participating in

racialized pedagogy. Another interesting aspect to consider adding to this realm of research is a

qualitative analysis of teacher's responses to questions regarding race and racism. In addition, I

recommend comparing schools from di�erent locations, composed of various demographics, to

observe whether or not there are any correlations between these distinctions and their survey

responses. Further research should use a larger sample size in terms of either the numbers of

teachers or students being surveyed to ensure a greater understanding and more accurate

representation of a school population's responses. Many facets of white fragility and their
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prevalence in individual school districts can produce more targeted professional development

opportunities that could ultimately lead to the enactment of racialized pedagogy. This would

provide students the opportunity to engage in studies that acknowledge both the unique racial

identity of each student and the social and institutional inequalities of our nation. On a larger scale,

studying white fragility and its presence in the classroom is a small but meaningful contribution

towards rebuilding a fundamentally racist education system that unnecessarily burdens students of

color. Although the �ndings of this study yield valuable insights about white fragility and its

impact on education, there is still a need for additional research to further the knowledge in this

social scienti�c area.
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As a writer, I love to explore ideas around tackling economic challenges on a macro level, as well as finding
new ways to inspire positive social change within the finance industry.

A mother says to her child; your life is ‘priceless’. Likewise, take the legal or the justice
system, or even just our everyday societal morals, and it can be believed that every life is seen as
equally ‘priceless’. It is irreplaceable. However, in a subject such as economics, where we have
�nite resources and in�nite desires, suddenly, the idea of a ‘priceless’ life is not the most
pragmatic way to guide government spending.

Ironically, there is no one monetary measure for this ‘economic value’ of a life. It is more
of a construct or an abstract idea; that is mainly because we have the overarching philosophical
question of what actually constitutes the value of life. Do we include the costs of physical
healthcare, and mental healthcare when we value a person’s life? Do we measure each individual
person’s level of happiness? To what extent does a consumer’s level of income and wealth impact
this value? Can two people with the exact same health conditions and level of income but of
di�erent statuses have varying values? (I.e. a celebrity versus a lawyer).

In the UK, the most similar concept we have to this �nancial measure is the “value of a
prevented fatality” (VPF); this is the maximum amount of money that is “notionally
reasonable” to reduce one death, from the expected number of preventable premature deaths in
the UK population. Another way of putting this is that it is the willingness to pay for
reductions in mortality risks, as opposed to how much a life is actually worth.

The VPF is calculated simply by using the GDP per capita and is a number that is
typically used for working class families; therefore, this number is nationally the same for all of
the eligible people. It is a number employed by the Health and Safety Executive as well as other
UK regulatory bodies to evaluate how much money should be spent on protection measures
aimed to reduce risks to life; outside of this, the number is barely used. The most updated �gure
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I could �nd for the VPF is from the UK Treasury in April 2020, at £2 million, up from £1
million in 2004.

Although recently, with increased healthcare spending by the government, the monetary
value placed on our lives has surely risen too. With the pandemic, we see a rise in the number of
vaccinations being subsidised by the government, the number of ventilators and the amount of
PPE equipment paid for by the government for the NHS. Therefore, this could imply that our
VPF overall would increase too, because in order to prevent an inevitable fatality, it would cost
the government greater amounts of money. In the future, as fears of other diseases arise and
spending in research and development increases too, the VPF will undoubtedly rise too.

This is all well and good in a theoretical sense, yet what relevance does this increased
VPF actually hold? It represents the idea that preventing another death will cost the
government more money.

However, one way to control this increased cost is by creating a separate VPF for
di�erent categories of people, such that each person has a set value. People could be categorised
such that those of similar ages, job backgrounds, education statuses, incomes and health
conditions are factored into having a certain VPF. Those of higher incomes, higher job
backgrounds, higher status and in healthy condition would be on the lower end of the
spectrum. This VPF can used by a company to evaluate the opportunity costs of creating new
infrastructure in an area; for example, if a nuclear production plant were to be created in a
lower-income area, because the value of preventing a statistical death is higher, then more
money should be prioritised into the safety of this production plant. This is an important idea
because often in low-income places, there is less priority placed on the safety of the new
building - like with Grenfell Tower, builders chose to use cheap cladding, which increased the
spread of the �re dramatically. With this new VPF system, more priority will be placed on those
within the working class when it comes to new infrastructure being built; that is not to say that
those who are more fortunate will have their safety compromised, but just that those on lower
incomes will have safety measures. This could allow the government to prioritise which
categories of people they spend the most amount of money on. Furthermore, if more priority
starts being directed at those who are less fortunate and have smaller incomes, it could make up
for the challenges they have faced over the pandemic. Arguably, as they have the least amounts
in savings and their full income is not being given in compensation via the government grants
or job retention schemes, they have probably su�ered the most due to the pandemic.

Maybe this is an immoral suggestion because every person’s life should be regarded the
same, and so the level of safety should not depend on the types of people who live nearby.
However, if this helps prioritise government spending better and reduces our overall national
debt, then if implemented to a practical level, surely it could be advantageous?
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I understand that this is a radical idea, yet I would love to hear each of your thoughts on
this. It is a very broad topic with many arguments that I have not considered in this article but
this is just a small �avour of a very complex matter.

__________

A little thought:

Though I started o� this article with a more philosophical idea about the value we place
on human lives, I began to veer o� the idea and focus more on real day-to-day example,
regarding the VPF.

However, moving back to where this discussion originally began, I wanted to ask you,
the reader, if we as a society have begun to ‘value’ their lives more over the pandemic? If so,
which categories of people (classes, ages etc) have begun to ‘value’ their lives more?

·   the elderly and our grandparents?

·     maybe the working class, as they struggle with the much smaller incomes via the
furlough scheme / self-employed income scheme, and have little in savings?
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Abstract

There has been an upward trend in levels of stress and trauma over the years. The emergence
of the pandemic has further aggravated this situation and added fuel to the �re. Stress and trauma
have been linked to various health concerns and mental health issues, therefore becoming a major
concern in the 21st century. In light of this, building resilience becomes a very important
psychological concept.. Resilience is usually built in response to stress and trauma and is
associated with improved mental health. From a psychological viewpoint, acting impetuses in
building resilience include: high emotional intelligence, �ghter mentality, emotional regulation,
increased level of hardiness and positive interpersonal relationships. This paper aims to examine
what leads to resilience, how it can be built, and how it can be made available to societies.

Introduction

Resilience refers to the ability to cope with and recover from hardships, adversity, stress,
and trauma. It provides people with the psychological strength to withstand stressful events and
the ability to recover from trauma. Essentially, it prevents people from falling apart and enables
them to better cope in times of need. However, resilience does not put an end to stress or
trauma. Instead, it provides people with a better understanding of it. Resilient people are able
to move on and work through their feelings due to their mental outlook (Cherry, 2020).

The de�nition of resilience mainly focuses on how resilience helps people cope and
recover due to their mental outlook. But the concept of resilience is far bigger than just that.
There are several factors such as psychological, biological, social, etc. that interact with each
other to determine how an individual would respond to a stressful situation.

Resilience is subjective. It is subjective in the sense that someone might be able to
recover from work-related trauma and stress but not stress that relates to their personal
relationships. In this case, this person shows characteristics of being resilient when it comes to
work and their ambitions yet fails to show any resilience regarding their relationships.
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Resilience is not constant, it varies. It tends to change over time as we develop and
interact with the environment. A large part of resilience depends on context and cognition.
Positive social interactions with people who have resilient backgrounds tend to foster resilience
in us, whereas interactions with people who are more prone to being vulnerable and fragile
could either make us understand the need to be resilient or have the opposite, negative impact
on us which would make us less accepting of resilience.

Moreover, the de�nition of resilience is open to interpretation. Resilience could be
viewed as a process, a characteristic, an outcome, or a trait (Southwick et al., 2014).

When we apply resilience to various people, we have to take into consideration factors
that challenge the application of resilience in the real world. We have to consider a wide variety
of factors such as: age groups, personality, environmental and sociocultural factors when
applying this concept. These can broadly be classi�ed into three categories, namely network
factors that focus on external support; abilities and skills that focus on internal support; and
our meaning, faith, and values that focus on existential support (Gunnestad, 2006).

External factors focus on the community and support of the society that largely makes
up external support. “With regard to the network factors, people in the network become
models for positive behaviour and contribute to the child’s development of interests and skills”.
The people who you surround yourself with, their beliefs, and values have an impact on us as
we identify ourselves with them. Their values often tend to rub o� on us. In such cases, if we
have positive and stable childhoods, we can build our resilience by reducing the risk of negative
factors. For example, “Having a grandmother who cares and whom the child can trust may
reduce the negative e�ects of growing up in a chaotic home”. External factors also play a role in
determining some of our internal factors. For example, if a child’s parents dropped out of school
early on and they struggle to �nd jobs, they are unable to provide their children a proper
education. In this case, the child would not expect to get a proper education and they would fall
into the same cycle of living as their parents.

There can also be exceptions to this, where on seeing their parents struggle, the child
develops resilience and ambition to succeed in life and get out of this life cycle. On the contrary,
someone born into a rich family, who has experienced all the rich comforts of life might not be
as ambitious or resilient because they know that they are already economically stable and have
something to fall back on. Hence external factors such as the people we grow up with, the
people we surround ourselves with, and the people we interact with, all contribute to building
our resilience (Gunnestad, 2006).

Internal factors consist of our level of hardiness, self-e�cacy, and e�ective use of coping
mechanisms. The level of hardiness consists of challenge, control, and commitment and it plays
an important role in resilience. In this case, challenge refers to identifying problems, control
refers to understanding your in�uence and role in your life, along with taking action, and
commitment refers to having a sense of purpose. Hence, having a high level of hardiness favors
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the growth of resilience (Firestone, 2012). In addition, e�ective coping mechanisms such as
journaling, seeking help, giving yourself a pep talk and exercising, tend to promote resilience
(Morin, 2020). For example, someone could be heartbroken because they lost a loved one. To
cope with this, they cut themselves o� from people and work excessively. Although they are
thriving in their �eld of work and seem to be coping well, they are indirectly neglecting the
issue and not addressing it as they use keeping themselves busy as a distraction to avoid the pain.
Hence, they might appear resilient but in reality, they are in denial and are neglecting the
problem. Thus, they are using ine�ective coping mechanisms. Lastly, the level of self-e�cacy,
that is “the belief in one's capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to
manage prospective situations” (Cherry, 2020), is another important factor to consider. The
higher our self-belief, the higher is our ability to accept failure and be okay with uncertainty.
This varies from person to person and hence poses a challenge when we want to apply the
concept of resilience to a diverse group of people because every person has a di�erent level of
self-belief.

Developing Resilience

Resilience is something that is attributed to several factors built over time. It is not
something that can be built in just one moment. With that being said, there are certain ways
such as building strong personal connections, fostering a positive outlook, and keeping things
in perspective that helps us build and promote resilience.

Strong personal connections are essential to resilience. Having people we can trust and
con�de in helps us deal with situations far better than if we were just drowning in our thoughts
alone. Understanding people and connecting with them reminds us that we are not alone, and
we are in this together. Overall, strong and positive personal connections give us a sense of
belonging and inculcate the values of empathy in us (American Psychological Association,
2012).

Under the resiliency theory, we will now examine a case study that studies the
development of resilience in an individual over time. The theory states that there are three
critical factors that determine resilience. These are risk factors, protective factors, and a strong
sense of self.

Developing Resilience Case Study of  César Chávez
Background

César Chávez is a Mexican American who grew up in di�cult conditions. His father was
from a middle-class family and after making a bad business decision, the family faced economic
trouble and a state of piling debt. His father went to California to earn enough money in order
to not lose their farm. On reaching California, he realized that his entire family would have to
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work to recover the money but despite doing so, they were unable to raise enough money and
they now had to set o� for a new life of migrant farm work (Gonzales, 2002).

Risk Factors
Risk factors are situations of chronic adversity or extreme stress that tend to disrupt a

child’s development. In the case of César, we come across multiple risk factors such as the fact
that he was homeless, came from an impoverished family, was part of the minority, and
experienced frequent racism growing up. The period in his life that is mentioned above is
characterized as a period of risk factors. This was when his family lost their assets and he faced
chronic poverty. This situation is stressful for a child and hinders his development by making
him more prone to worry and anxiety which in turn can cause cognitive or health problems. All
these factors combined, hinder development into adulthood and impact a child’s self-concept.
Situations like this make us aware of the need for resilience to minimize the e�ect risk factors
have on our development and self-esteem (Gonzales, 2002).

Protective Factors
Protective factors are variables that reduce the chances of abnormal development in a

child. Protective factors refer to love, support, and encouragement that pave the path for a
positive attitude in the child. César had a loving mother who told him stories about morality
and non-violence, and he had a grandmother who instilled a love of the Roman Catholic
Church and religion in him. These factors established a positive, nurturing, and loving
relationship that gave him security and in turn helped him develop a positive sense of self. It is
all of these factors that caused him to grow up to be the founder and leader of the United Farm
Workers Union (Gonzales, 2002).

Karen Horney’s theory of neurotic needs states that neurotic needs arise out of
overusing coping mechanisms to deal with anxiety which could cause them to take on the
appearance of needs. These consist of needs that move us towards, against, and away from
others. Excessive use of coping to ful�l these needs could create con�ict and turmoil. What at
�rst appears to be a protective factor could turn into a risk factor if overused. (Cherry, 2019).

Conclusion
César inculcates the values of a resilient individual that ultimately lead to his success.

César became what he did because of his experiences and the love and support he received from
the people close to him. It was the hardships, racism, and impoverishment conditions that led
him to develop a resilient attitude in the face of adversity. It was the love from his mother and
grandmother that gave him the spirit, hope, and sense of self to keep going and eventually to
become what he is today. Hence, his childhood struggle coupled with positive social relations
led him to adopt resiliency.
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Generalizability
Resilience can be studied based on the interaction of risk factors and protective factors.

To develop resilience, we usually have to face some adversity or go through a di�cult situation
as that gives us a basis and a reason to develop resilience. After facing a challenge or going
through a di�cult situation, our self-esteem and social relationship factors come into play. Our
innate desire to keep going on as well as external reassurance play a role in how e�ectively we
develop and use resilience. From the case above, we can conclude that risk factors with a
su�cient amount of protective factors promote resilience in individuals. An imbalance of
factors could result in a decrease in resilience. Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation also play
important roles in someone’s ability to cope with situations and bounce back from them.
Hence, with the right amount of e�ective protective factors, individuals tend to develop
resilient mindsets.

According to a survey, Americans tend to overestimate their resilience. 83 percent of
Americans believed they had high levels of emotional and mental resilience, whereas only 57
percent scored to be resilient. Hence, believing that one is resilient and having a resilient
mindset are two di�erent things. One can believe that they are resilient but only when they are
truly faced with a challenge can their supposedly resilient mindset be put to the test (Ellin,
2020).

Limitations
Resilience is a�ected by socio-cultural, psychological, and environmental factors. For

example, Cultures largely in�uence resilience in individuals as they form the basis of our
thoughts, faiths, beliefs, and forms of expression. Certain cultures tend to be more open and
expressive whereas others tend to be more conservative. In another example, the people we
surround ourselves with tend to in�uence our thoughts, mannerisms, and behavior. This could
make or break the line between a resilient and non-resilient mindset. For example, in some
places in rural India, girls are told not to talk back too much, to help out in the house and just
be a good daughter. This takes away the individuality of the girl and restrains her from speaking
up for herself and �ghting back. Hence, she limits herself to a box and has the opposite of a
growth mindset which hampers the development of resilience. Also, Psychological factors such
as our self-worth, levels of self-esteem, and intrinsic motivation all in�uence our mindset. These
factors vary in individuals and hence even for people of the same cultures, the di�erence in
psychological factors could lead to or not lead to resilience. Beliefs and taking action when it
comes to those beliefs are both particularly important. For example, ninety-one percent of
Americans believe that mental health is as important as physical health but only 33 percent are
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likely to ask for help when faced with an emotionally heavy situation. Gender and ethnicity also
play a role in resilience. According to a survey, 59 percent of men were resilient compared to 54
percent of women. Hence, variation in factors in�uences resilience (Ellin, 2020).

Understanding Resiliency and its Methods
Resilient communities can collectively bounce back from adversity as they have

developed strong networks of social connection and adequate access to healthcare. They can
cope with disaster and nurture community recovery. Such communities have developed
resources that promote well-being and reduce the e�ect of tragedies and disturbances, hence
making them well equipped to face challenges (U.S Department of Health & Human Services).

Communities can build resilience by getting individuals at risk to engage in programs
that serve them, promoting disaster preparedness, collaborating, and improving access to
healthcare, and other facilities (U.S Department of Health & Human Services).

Providing easy access to public facilities helps individuals engage in activities involving
the community which promote social connections. Moreover, introducing and teaching the
concept of resilience to children in school from a young age greatly helps in fostering the
concept of resilience among the youth and future generations. Hence one should include
resilience as part of the school’s curriculum (U.S Department of Health & Human Services).

Resilience in practice (Maghsoodi et al., 2017)
Schools provide us with ideal settings to discuss the consequences of stress and trauma

on individuals while at the same time fostering resilient growth which helps build resilient
communities. Trauma-informed school systems recognize and deal with trauma thereby adding
to the protective factors. This approach helps children who have already been exposed to
trauma to adequately deal with it.

The implementation of universal intervention programs has a broad and diverse reach.
There has been an increase in SEL (Social and Emotional Learning) Programs which have been
found to decrease disruptive behavior, emotional burnout and increase academic performance.
Certain programs such as the Michigan Model for Health program which is a skill-based
curriculum aiming to improve emotional and physical well-being, and the Australian
FRIENDS Program based on cognitive-behavioral intervention signi�cantly add to the concept
of resilience by reducing risk factors and improving their conditions.

The Resilience Classroom Curriculum is a classroom intervention that has been
implemented on a large scale for military-connected youth. It has been successfully delivered to
over 140 schools with military-connected students. This program is made for high-risk
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individuals and according to a survey conducted it has proved to promote student well-being
while at the same time being easy to comprehend.

Previously called the FOCUS (Families OverComing Under Stress) Skill-Building
Groups (SBGs), this program is �exible and tailored to the needs of the individuals. This
program is based on evidence gathered around interventions for individuals facing adversity
such as children with depressed/HIV-exposed parents and a school-based program focusing on
the stress of war and its impact on children.

Certain communities and individuals have a greater need to be exposed to
resilience-based programs. Minority communities facing prejudice and racial discrimination
have a greater need to utilize such resources. Moreover, areas that are prone to natural calamities
such as Japan which is a very active seismic area must use resilience-based resources to overcome
the consequences of destruction. Hence, populations where risk factors are high, have a greater
need for resilience-based resources as compared to places where the risk factors are
comparatively less.

Cultural adaptation and increasing protective factors must also be taken into account
when building resilience-based programs. While the emphasis has been laid on school-based
programs, there are a few programs that deal with culture and minority communities. Bernal
and colleagues’ is a guide that adapts psychosocial interventions for the Hispanic population
through guiding culturally sensitive elements for di�erent dimensions such as language,
metaphors, content, etc. The basic framework and elements of this program can be applied to
serve ethnic and racial minority populations.

School Disaster Resilience Assessment is a tool that measures resilience and links it to
decision making. This tool has been applied to public schools in Kesennuma City where it aims
to understand resilience in schools regarding disasters and comes up with ways to enhance
resilience. The process for enhancing disaster resilience goes through extensive consultation
with social workers, teachers, NGOs, etc.

Operationalizing Ideas (Maghsoodi et al., 2017)
To operationalize the resilience curriculum, research must be done to evaluate the

impact and e�ectiveness of the curriculum. This is done through pre-curriculum and post-
curriculum surveys that are handed out on the �rst and last day of the curriculum. This study
includes questions regarding who students go to for help and how much help they have sought
in the past year. Students were screened for PTSD and its four main domains: intrusive
thoughts/ nightmares, avoidance, feeling on guard, and numb/detached. “Analysis showed a
sensitivity of 0.78 and speci�city of 0.87 with acut-o� of 3 points”.

Internal Assessment assets used to measure resilience are conducted. These are surveys
that measure resilience and protective factors in students by assessing certain factors. “Among
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the present sample of students, Cronbach’s alphas for the pre-survey subscales associated with
empathy, problem solving, self-awareness, self-e�cacy, and the total scores are 0.81, 0.58, 0.79,
0.64, and 0.80, respectively.” Along with this, School Support Scales and surveys were used to
understand students’ perception of the curriculum.

Results (Maghsoodi et al., 2017)
The pre-screening survey which consisted of 54 students from School A and 46 students

from School B,(a majority of which were 14-15 at the time) showcased that “Eighty percent of
students reported never or rarely using mental health services within the past year, with 19% of
students screening positive for PTSD on the pre-survey.”.

The post-screening survey showed signi�cant results such as improvements in problem
solving and empathy. “Signi�cant improvements in overall internal assets were also observed
through estimated increases in the total score (2.32 ± 0.63, p = 0.0006)”. Following the
implementation of the program, there was also an increase in school support. Lower odds for
PTSD were observed on the post-screening survey although not too signi�cant. “In total, 8
students screened positive for PTSD on the post-survey representing 13% of the students who
completed the post-survey”.
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